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Sidney Thief Ignores Jewels 
— Takes Selection Of Meat
VANDALS SLASH 
TIRES WORTH mOO
Beacon Avenue Laiv Office Windows 
Smashed Lor Second Time Tl^is Year
THE LOCAL BUTCHER STORE m Sidney first 
commenced business in 1910. In those early years it 
was the custom, as in the above photo, to display 
racks of beef, lamb and other edible treats out­
doors lor customers to view'. Apparently, there was
little fear that someone might make off with them. 
This is no longer the case. Proprietor Maurice 
Hollingw'orth intormed The Review this week that 
someone smashed their way in through the front 
window'. It is the second time this has occured.
Scottisli Mfk Team Due Here This Week
By EILEEN LEAROYD
Does anyone have 
more fun than a boatful 
of fishermen out for the 
day in Brentwood Bay?
The answ'er is yes - 
four boatsful of 
fishermen out for the day 
in Brentwood Bay.
Fifteen men, an entire 
rifle team from Scotland, 
will spend September 
14th in this delightful 
way.
The Victoria & District 
Rifle Association, hosts 
for the event, have also 
hired four professional 
guides to direct the party 
to salmon.
To the visitors’ special 
delight, Rhodes Can­
nery, Brentwood will put 
their catch in tins right 
away so they may take it 
back to Scotland for the 
admiration of friends.
The rifle team will also 
be honoured at a dinner 
Sept. 17 at the Brent­
wood Inn. Local 
shooters and their
families may attend this 
dinner by phoning local 
rifle club secretary Phil 
Watt at 1900 Mayfair 
Drive, Victoria.
The visiting team ik going to 
have to work for its dinner.
Arriving at Patricia Bay 
Sept. 1 they will begin practise 
the next day for rillc matches 
at Heals Range, West Saanich 
Road.
They will again be practising 
Sept. 6 and 10 ih preparation 
for the climax oi then visit, an 
important match between 
Scotland.and Canada.
Canada vs Scotland will be a 
two-day affair; beginning 
September 11th, and ending on 
the 12th.
There will be a barbeque the 
night of the 11th.
Scotsmen now polishing tip 
their rifle barrels and packing 
their groundshects include 
team captains, coaches and 10 
men to shoot. Rifles to be used 
tire .308 calibre and ranges to 
be fired are from 200 to 1,000 
yards.
Alastair Miinro is team 
captain and vice-captain is 
Colin Mcbachrau. Members 
include representatives of the 
Last and West of Scotland 
Rifle Clubs, West Atholl tind
Perth Clubs. They are: Bib 
Aitkin, Alastair Brown, 
Donald Cameron, Jack Hall, 
Hamish Hunter, Jack Munro, 
Jonathan Nason, Stewart 
Nicoll, Lindsay Peden, Jimmy 
Robertson, Richard Simpson, 
Jim Scobie and Duncan 
Tannahil.
After practise at Heals 
Range the visitors will travel to 
Tacoma for Norwest Inter­
national matches on Sept. 4 
leturning here for more 
practise before ‘ Canada vs. 
Scotland. Later they will shoot 
in Chilliwack, and with Fish
DOG SHOW 
FOR SA NSC HA
The Vancouver Island Dog 
Fanciers’ Association Show 
will be held Sept. 10, II and 12 
at Sanscha Hall.
Shows will start at 9 a.tn. 
each d:iy but the. building will 
be open from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
for viewers.
The followittg classes will be 
provided for all breeds 
recognized by the Canadiati 
kennel Clitb: Junior puppy, 
senior puppy, tiovice, 
Canadian breri, bred by 
exliibitor anil opeti.
atand Game Club members 
the Malahat Range.
The Canadian team is a 
strong one, having just 
returned from National 
competitions in Ottawa where 
they won the big Coates Match 
against all other countries.
One member of the 
Canadian team is well-known 
in Sidney. He is Joe Gibault, 
formerly Constable with the 
RCMP stationed on Ath Street 
for many years.
Others are Vic Finholm of 
Parksville, Sandy Peden, Eric 
Andrews and Phil Watt all of 
Victoria; and Bob Pitcairn 
Clive Cross, Derek Daines, 
Jjm Fdintolf, Bill Vcrchere, 
Ken and Gtinnar Wcstling all 
of Vancouver. (Gunnar 
Wcstling won the Queen’s 
Prize in Bislcy, England in 
1960.)
One of the visiting team, 
Alastair Brown, had been to 
Vancouver Island before. 
Impressed with the beauty of 
the Island and the fishing, he 
persuaded the Scottish 
Association to fly a team here.
The Scots will shoot - and 
fish - until departure time Sept. 
22,
I he Scottish RilJe Team arc 
staying at the Echo Inn 
Brentwood Bay.
By CRANIA LH WIN
When it comes to a 
choice between a 
sparkling blue diamond 
and a smoked ham the 
decision is easy for 
Sidney vandals.
At least that’s what it 
looks like when two 
barbeque chickens and a 
smoked ham are taken 
from the window of 
Local Butchers when 
only a step away, one 
door down the block in 
fact, is Rust’s Jewellers,
2443 Beacon.
Dave Rust told The 
Review Tuesday that it 
worries him a little that 
this is the second break in 
right next door in only a 
couple of years.
. But Sidney RCMP 
explain that this is all 
part of the pattern of 
recent vandalism attacks.
Sergeant Alan Tomlins said 
the incident is one of many 
recently and follows a “general 
trend of disrespect.’’
Thievery for thrills rather 
than money.
Surprising perhaps is the 
fact, that recent leads on this 
case and others point not to 
young teenagers but older
vandals,
“Everything indicates it’s 
young adults,” said Tomlins 
who added that this means 17 
year old and more.
Without giving away any 
clues he hinted that recent 
invesigations may turn up the 
culprits in the near future.
A n ACKS DAMAGING
I.ocal merchants and 
residents are hoping so because
almost every night that goes by 
another damaging attack on 
private property takes place.
A rash of incidents last week 
illustrates this fact.
The window at Local 
Butchers was smashed 
Wednesday and the following 
Thursday morning an RCMP 
patrolman spotted the open 
door of Sidney Ans and 
Crafts.
J he door had been forced 
open, broken and the shop 
entered sometime before 4 
a.m.
Investigation showed that a 
sterling silver crafts display 
had been broken and a red 
cedar totem pole, yellxrw cedar 
totem pole and sterling coffee 
spoon were missing along with 
.8100 cash.
These two window- 
breakings and thefts followed 
close on the heels of similar 
crime a week earlier.
According to RCMP, the 
from windows of the Law 
Oil ices of Dale Hanley and 
James Robertson at 2456 
Beacon were broken for the 
second lime last week after 
being smashed the first time 
June 5.
But by far the most 
damaging and vicious of 
recent attacks was the slashing 
of about $3,000 worth of tires 
last Tuesday evening.
Sidney police discovered the 
remains of the destructive 
rampage in the Amhenst- 
Plcasanl-Mi lls-Bowerbank 
area where more than 40 tires 
belonging to 10 vehicles and six 
trucks were found in shreds.
INCIDENT ‘UNREAL’
Hank Vi,sscrs, of Sidney Tire 
l.td., said Tuesday that the 
incident was “unreal”.
“It’s the second time this 
has happened in Sidney in four 
years,” he claimed.
Student Numbers Up This Fail
An estimated 6373 students 
will be relurning to school this 
month in the Saanich school 
dislficl and when Ihey do there 
will be 330 teachers, about 10
COMMENCES




Tlic IJnilcd Way 
caiiiptiign, on behitlf ol' 
24 agcucic.s iru-'liidiiig The 
Canadian Red Ct'oss, 
begins September lOtli 
on the Peninsula and 
Ciretiler Victoria area.
.lolin Bi nce, camp<'tign 
chairman Tor Sidney for 
ihc second year'in a row 
is hoping lo find 
volunteers for canvassing 
lo help raise the itrea goal 
of $800,(X)(). This will be 
divided among various 
agencies under the 
auspices of ihe Uniied 
Way.
Last year more Ihtin 
25,000 persons hcnerilietl
dircclly from services 
Itrovided by these 
agencies.
Aboiii 20 canvtissers 
will be neetled in Sidney 
lo make 200 calls to 
people and businesses 
who had contribnicd a 
certain amount last year.
Roger C. Smilh will he 
e:mi|)aign chainuiiu for Noiih 
Saanich.
This year llie campaign has 
been siniplifieil with can­
vassing done during llie week 
of 20 III 27 and after lhal 
donaiion appeals will be made 
ihrongh ihe mail.
riie purpose of the 
lesidcnlial mailer is to ensure 
lhal anyone who doesnolhave 
access lo payroll dcdnciion al
work or has nol been per­
sonally canvassed is given an 
I'pporinniiy lo suppori ihe 
Uniied Way.
This year’s overall objeclive 
ol $800,(KK) is a 15 pei' ceni 
increase over ihe amount 
raised in 1975.
I'he IJnilcd Way movement, 
loiineiiy referred to as ihe 
Gommunily Chesl and ihen Ihe 
Uniied Appeal, slarled in 
Vicloria 39 years ago wilh ihe 
{ anailian Red C’ross .Socieiy 
joining as a parinerin 1967.
'I'here is an annnal public 
ineeiuig in March al which 
lime every donor lo the 
camiragn is enlilled lo vole. Al 
linn ineeiing a Board of 
Direciors is elecled lo run ihe 
Uniied Way for Ihe for- 
I hcoming year.
'I'lie preseni board is
comprised ol'35 members wilh 
Ihe responsibiliiy for the year- 
round operalion of ihe 
orgaih/alion’s work.
All board and comnhilee 
members are voliinieers, Ihns 
operaling costs are kepi low. 
In 1975, campaign costs were 
6,8 per eem of the amonni 
collecled and ihe cosi for Ihe 
yeiir-roiind adininisiralion of 
the Uniied Way was 5 per eenl.
This means lhal onl of every 
dollar collecled 88 cents wenl 
lo Ihe agencies,
<.)ver Ihe years, eleven 
million dollars has been raised 
and spent foi ihe maxiinnm 
benefit of ihc cominmiily al 
large.
't he services of ihe agencies 
are available lo inosi people in
Cmiliiiiieil mi Ihige 2
more than last year.
There aie going lo be at least 
100 more students this year, 
according lo Saanich School 
District seeretary-lreasiircr 
Ross Ingram, who added lhal 
there has been a general in­
crease in enrollmeni for many 
years.
“We are holding onr own as 
far as class size,” he explained 
noting lhal ihesludeni teacher 
ratio is expceled lo he much 
Ihe same this fall as it was last 
year.
Average class size is 18.8 
pupils per teacher.
There will be more sliidents 
and teachers this year and il 
follows lhal Ihe hndgel will he 
increased. Last year 
$8,470,(K)0 was enough lo 
cover costs of cdncaling Ihe 
young and ihis year that figure 
has risen lo $9,924,726,
Whal added facililies or 
improved (|nalily can Saanich 
laxpayers expect for the exlrti 
$1.5 million being spent Ihis 
year?
Nol inneh, according lo Ihe 
spokesman, who explaineil 
lhal Ihe rising budget covers 
only increased costs.
He did slate lhal as last year 
Ihe school board direciors tire 
emphasizing reading, writing 
and ariihmeiic.
But he admitted that last 
time il was “nothing like this.”
Vissers said that about one 
quarter ol the tires brought to 
his firm to be repaired had lo 
be thrown out as they were 
beyond repair. The remainder 
were in bad shape, he said.
Some were puntured with 
a knife and others seemed to 
have been stabbed with an ice 
pick, he noted.
RCMP are “vigorously 
investigating” the wanton 
vandalism and arc asking 
people who saw or heard 
anything on the evening of the 
24lh to report information and 
descriptions to ths office on 
Sidney Ave.
In another attack the same 
night, which may or may not
be related, RCMP explained 
that John C'askey, 2374 
Brelhour Avenue, was treated 
to a new paint job for his car.
The only drawback was that 
it was not quite a professional 
job.
Caskey woke Wednesday 
morning to find his dark green 
ear had mysteriously become a 
light tan one.
Vandals had poured the 
paint on and spread il over the 
ctir with spruce branches torn 
off a tree of the Caskey home.
rhere was no permanent 
damage to the car and Caskey 
was able to clean off the paint 
smears with turpentine.
The car parked behind the 
Caskey vehicle was also 
s^slattercd with the paint.
‘DROWNING VICTIM’ 
HOME SAFE
A ‘dead’ man turned 
up alive this week.
William Henry Gunn 
of 1660 Island Highway 
who last week was 
presumed drowned in 
Satellite Channel near 
Land’s End Road turned 
up, very much alive in 
Montreal.
His small fishing boat, 
together with fishing gear 
and outboard motor had 
been discovered a week 
ago Sunday by Mrs. C.E. 
Moggridge, 1268 Land’s 
End Road. It came 
ashore on her beach.
Sidney RCMP also 
received a telephone call 
from Gunn’s wife stating 
that he had failed to
return home from a 
fishing trip.
: Air-Sea Search and 
Rescue and U.S. Coast 
Guard helicopter combed 
the area.
Whilst they were 
engaged in this activity 
Mr. Gunn was ap­
parently en route to 
Montreal. It is not clear 
how he transported 
himself from the bead ted 
craft to the other side of 
the continent. At' press 
time The Review was 
unable to contact him.
Sidney RCMP say they 
have interviewed Gunn. 
He flew home yesterday 
from Montreal after 
telephoning his wife.
Sell®®! Mms Warulmg
Not only is it a law, it is common safety sense not 
to pa.ss a school bus when the red lights are Hashing.
Mrs. H.N. Parrott, .school trustee, explained that 
people ate still nol aware lhal when the red lights on 
lop ol the bus go on, traffic may not pass from cMthcr 
direction.
“There haven’t been any accidents in our area but 
there have in other municipalities,’’ she warned.
She cautioned drivers lo be extra cautious since 
small children will once again be travelling lo .school 
next Tuesday and about 1,500 of them lake the 
school bus.
She added that the .school district takes as much 
care as possible wilh the service. When children arc in 
the buses, driversWill only proceed across Ihe high­
way al an intersection wilh a traffic light.
Seventy-one 
to die
When out driving on (Ills 
rorlhcoining weekend — the 
Liihoiir D«y weekend — 
reineinber nol only llie .seliool 
ehildren flint will he on the 
roiids wtilking to .seliool in Ihe 
weeks mid iiioiiIIin iiliend.
Renieniher, loo, Ihis grim 
wiirhing I'roiii (he Ciinndii 
Sal'ely Connell; no less fhiin 71 
healthy, living breathing 
Canadians who didn't iilaii to 
are expeeted to die in motor 
vehiele aeeidents over (he 
weekend.
Worst l.ahoiir Day on 
reeord was (hat of l%6 when 




I'wo luiiulrecl niul .seventy 
five ilollars was stolen from 
Bntlnet Rent-a-Car booth in 
llie iiirpoit biiihlini’, when Ihe 
booth was left nnallendetl.
PREMIER BENNETT 
TO ATTEND FAIR
I’remiei Bill Bennett, MI.,A 
Hugh Curtis, minister of 
municipal affairs, anil health 
mini.sler Robert MeClellantI 
will be al the Saanich Fall h'air 
Ihis l.abonr Day' weekeiut 
taking in exhibits and displays, 
and meeting wilh fiiirgoers.
On Saturday at 9:30, 
Fremier Bennett, his wife 
Audrey and Hugh Curtis will 
be met al the front gale of the 
fair by North and South 
Stianieh Agrieullural Society 
president Dong Miller, his 
executive tind,general manager 
olThe fair Henry Robinsmi.
Tlie premier will be on hand 
al the Social Credit booth on 
Ihe grounds for about an hour 
on Saturday. Curtis will be 
there all three days of Ihe 
weekend, and MeCJIelland on 
Monday afternoon.
Fremier Bennett was al Ihe 
Saanich Fair last year when he 
was leader of the opposition 
ptnly.
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23 Acre Land Site Now Officially 
Leased By Historical Society
Al a special meeting exactly 
one week ago the Saanich 
Historical Artifacts Society 
ofi'icitilly signed up its lease of 
23 acres of land next to the 
Patricia Bay Highway..
The lease signing took place 
;it the Saanich Penin.sula 
Hospital where a long time 
supporter of the group, 
Willard Michell, was able to 
take part in the ceremony.
President Art Gardner told 
the iissemhled gathering that a 
great deal of hard work and 
much preptiration had gone 
into the finalization of the 
lease with the Provincial 
Government.
“This 18 page document 
rcpre.sents the work of a lot of 
people over a long period of 
time,” he said. ‘‘People who 
ate not yet born will have to 
take up where we leave off and 
perpetuate the work thill has 
been done.”
I he society has been granted 
a 30 year lease with an option 
for 30 year renewal.
Alderman Ray Lamont and 
Mayor Jean Butler of Central 
Siumich also spoke to the 
group of some 40 persons.
‘‘It’s been a long hard 
battle,” said l.amont. ‘‘It will 
be three years next month since 
wc first made approaches to 
have the B.C. Land Com­
mission exempt that land from 
the green bell area ...”
Mayor Butler also offered 
her congratulations.
It is the intention of the 
society to some day operate a 




Continued from Page 1
the Capital Regional District 
although in certain instances 
the services of some agencies 
arc limited in the outlying part 
. of the region.
The size of the United Way 
allocation to each of its 
member agencies is determined 
by reviewing the minimum 
amoung each agency needs in 
order to provide its services 
and the maximum amount that 
each agency can raise on their 
pwn.
The difference between these 
amounts is the amount 
allocated to the agency by the 
United Way.
Last year more than 3,500 
people provided voluntary help 
to the agencies in the provision 
of their programs. Another 
3,000 volunteers arc working 
on behalf of these agencies by 
conducting the United Way 
campaign.
Donations to the campaign 
can be made by cash, pledge or 
payroll ^ deduction through 
participating firms and em 
ployers who contribute to the 
cause by making this available 
Anyone wishing to volunteer 
to assist in the United Way 
campaign is asked to call John 
Bruce at 656-3928 or 656-6151.
ROADSIDE STANDS COME 
UNDER ALDERMANIC SCRUTINY
There were a number of 
knitted brows at the committee 
meeting of Central Saanich 
council Monday night as the 
tricky question of roadside 
stand produce was discussed.
Aldermen and mayor were 
hammering out sensitive 
details of amendments to 
zoning by-law 465.
In the original text of the by­
law it is stated that only 
produce grown on a farm lot 
can be sold at a roadside stand.
Aldermen argued Monday 
that this is' too restrictive and 
that ‘‘produce prepared on the 
lot on which the roadside stand
is located” should be included.
At this point Aid. Don 
MacLaiirin raised the question 
of handicrafts made in the 
home such as knitted goods or 
leather work.
He argued that the word 
produce should be replaced 
with something more all- 
encompassing to broaden the 
range of goods to be sold on 
stands even further.
But Mayor Jean Butler 
interjected that this situation 
has rarely if ever occurred.
‘‘1 doubt very much if art 
works or knitting would be put
out on roadside stands because 
of the possibility of theft.”
These latter items arc far 
more valuable than a bag ol 
apples or jar of jam and no 
resident would risk leaving il at 
a roadside stall, she explained.
Aid. Percy Lazarz agreed, 
saying that produce must apply 
in the general sense of the word 
to jams, jellies, fruits, 
vegetables and all products 
naturally grown.
‘‘1 think the word produce 
docs just what we want it to 
do,” said Aid. Dave Hill, 
‘‘let’s leave il.” .




Reverend Charles Baker of 
Sidney Pentecostal Church 
attended the 30lh Biennial 
General Conference of the 
Pentecostal Assemblies of 
Canada in Ottawa, August 
19lh to 24th.
Skate Board Clinic 
A Success
Some thirty youngsters 
showed up Saturday to par­
ticipate in a ‘skate board clinic’ 
held al Sanscha Hall.
‘‘Wc had a grand time. Bud 
Wall of Victoria and two 
assistants provided instruction 
in safety and tricks that one 
could learn on a skate board,” 
said MacKcnzic.
SILVER THREAD MEMBERS VOICE 
SUPPORT FOR RECREATION REFERENDUM
MR. AND MRS. WILLARD 
MICHELL (left) assi.sted President
Art Clardner in signing up and sealing 
the official government lease.
from around the province, 
rhere is also some possibility 
that they will be acquiring a
small sawmill which will be 
placed on the site.
Recently the societv
Mow’s Market May Be 
Allowed To Re-open
After five years of delay and 
numerous letters to the B.C. 
Land Commission and high­
ways department it seems that 
Mow’s-Market may once again 
open for business.
A familiar sight for many 
years on the Pat Bay Highway, 
the farm market was situated 
near the junction of Keating 
Cro.ss Road. (It is currently 
being demolished.)
In the spring of 1971 the 
closure of the store was 
necessitated because of the 
widening of the highway.
At that time Harry Mow, 
2732 Martindale, applied to 
relocate his store at a site on 
his property only a few 
hundred feet from the former 
store which he was forced to 
abandon.
Correspondences dragged 
on and the cumbersome wheels 
of red tape turned until 
January 1974 when he 
resubmitted his application 
which asked for^ approval of 
200 feet of frontage and a lot 
100 feet deep.
In a recent meeting of 
Central Saanich committee 
Alderman Ray Lamont ex­
plained that council supported 
the move of the 20,000 .square 
feel ' properly out of the 
Agricultural Land Reserve.
‘‘The object of the ap­
plication was to use the area as 
a commercial lot to sell farm 
produce. Council was in favor 
of its use as a retail outlet for 
farm produce.”
“Tlie logical thing in this 
case is lo decl,are it a 
development area and go 
through the course of a land 
use contract,” added Aid. 
I’ritnk Waring.
“It has been given clearance 
of the highways department
and in fairness sye are more or 
less obliged” to approve the 
application, he said.
Committee voted to 
recommend to council that the 
parcel be declared a 
development area in spite of 
objections front Aid. George 
MacFarlane that (here is no 
sewer service in the vicinity. 
Lamont objected lo the site on 
the grounds that access from 
the road and back to it is 
'unsafe.
acquired 18 four foot by five 
fool air raid shelter caissons 
which had once been in use at 
Palriciii Bay Airport during 
the Second World War. •
riie society purchased them 
for ;i total price of $280 from 
the City of Vicloria. They have 
since been used in two culvert 
crossings of Shady Creek 
where it cuts across land now' 
under lease by the society.
“'riiey were pul in place by a 
great deal of volunteer 
labour,” said socieiy treasurer 
Archie Millar.
J'his past weekend hay on 
the property w'as also cut and 
stocked in the old fashioned 
manner by still more volun­
teers.
The Sidney Silver Threads 
have come out in support of 
the proposed recreation facility 
for Sidney and North Saanich.
The 40 members present at a 
recent discussion group led by 
chairman Les Walren, 
dispelled any idea that the SST 
members were, against the 
referendum.
‘‘We must show some 
leadership here and give this 
referendum our full support,” 
said one member.
One comment that the people 
w'ho let down the project were 
those who would not make the 
effort and go out to vote en 
masse was supported by the 
statement, ‘‘If the younger set 
won’t do it, then we will.”
Only one member expressed 
concern that taxes would be 
increased, but others gave 
support with remarks such as 
‘‘Let’s give the youths some 
alternatives to sitting on the 
Post Office steps”, ‘‘We’ll 
take bus loads from here,” and 
‘‘When w'e get our ice rink. I’m 
buying myself a pair of
skates.”
The discussion group was 
the first of a series for airing 
on the new' Peninsula Channel 
Ten Television broadcasts. 
Channel Ten will be presenting 
this meeting shortly after the 




'"Sriilhoal racing technique 
* Discussions with practical demonst rat ions.
■'Course beginning September 1 1, 1976.
*1 or furt her information apply
CfiRTER BROS.CHfiRTER LTD. (604) 656.692i





Ballet, Tap, Jazz, 
Acrobatics,
Preschool & Adult Classes 
FOR MORE INFORAAATION CALL:
Sheila Marshall 
656-1646
Member of Royal Academy of Dancing
COME IN AND ENJOY A BUFFET LUNCH
SorvocI In the Waddling Dog Room (No Minora)
MON, TO SAT, 12 NOON TO 2 P,M, ONLY $3,80
EVERY FRI. AND SAT. NIGHT
SING mid DANCE nloiig 
lo (hi BRITISH PIANO
Comp parly and snvotir Ihn dollghls n( our bullnl, 







Wilson Contracting are installing 18" steel water pipe along Happy 
Valley Rd. They’re using equipment from Butler Brothers. The Case 
580 Backhoe.
Butler Brothers DL14550
















I ILm/ pastels only
BEACON AVE. SIDNEY 656-1134
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Tss&rtllp Seliool To Open
The native Indian 
administrator for the 
Saanich Indian school 
board says that the fire 
ravaged Tsartlip School 
will open on schedule this 
year.
Marie Cooper told The 
Review that five standard 
size portable buildings 
will be located on the 
Tsartlip school grounds 
in time for the arrival of 
students at the com­
mencement of the school 
fall term.
“By September 1978 
we hope to have a 
completely new school 
built,” she said, 
“hopefully one which 
has a cultural flair about 
it.”
The former school, 
valued at some $150,000 
was levelled by fire at the 
end of .lime. At the time 
arson was suspected.
The 70 pupils afl’cctccl by the 
fire were clisniissecl from 
seliool a week early. For- 
liiiiaiely they missed no 
academic instruction as the last 
days of the school year were 
reserved for clean-up duties.
Two other smaller, .satellite 
classrooms near the main 
building were left undamaged 
at the time of the fire.
This fall there will likely be 
;it lettsl 99 students enrolling at 
the T.sartlip School. Another 
.S3 youngsters will attend the 
Little Raven Nursery.
“VVe can’t accommadaie
more than 150 students at the 
Tsartlip school,’’ Marie 
Cooper told The Review.
Each year some children 
enroll in both Brentwood and 
Mt. Newton Schools ... 
otherwise we just wouldn’t 
have room to accommodate 
them all.”
Ms. Cooper explained that 
the parents of the children 
concerned can send their 
children to whichever school 
they wish.
“It is completely up to 
them,” she said.
As a youngster she attended 
Tsartlip school and later went 
on to North Saanich high 
school before continuing her 
education in the United States. 
She has a Bachelor of Arts 
degree and a Master’s degree 
one in the field of sociology 
and the other in education.
In Los Angeles, Marie 
taught Junior High School and 
also worked as a director of 
education with the Los Angeles 
Indian Centre for 10 years. 
She has been back on the 
Peninsula for a little over a 
year.
I'ormerly the Saanich Indian 
school board was administered 
totally by the Department of 
Indian Affairs. Now, says Ms. 
Cooper, the direction of this 
board is gradually being turned 
over lo native Indians.
“By September 1977 we will 
be completely on our own,” 
she said.
At present there are some 1.3 
persons on the board.
Mtirie Cooper would like lo 
see more of the Indian heritage 
and language traditions in- 
eorporated into the Tsartlip 
seliool system. “Mt. Newton
school has attempted to set up 
a social studies program, 
which is a step in the right 
direction,” she said.
“I’d like to see the main 
thrust of the Tsartlip program 
aimed at developing a native 
curriculum ... it has been done 
quite successfully in Duncan 
and other places in B.C.”
When a youngster is able to 
learn more of his native 
traditions and history, in­
cluding the language spoken by 
his forefathers, said Marie, he 
is far better able to integrate 
himself into today’s society.
“If I have a strong iden­
tification of where I come I can 
feel equal to anyone,” she 
said. “In other words 1 have 
just as much to offer as anyone 
el.se in terms of a cultural 
basis...”
Ms. Cooper said she fell 
very strongly about respecting 
the differences of other people.
“Just ■ because people arc 
different doesn’t mean there is 





It’s going to cost more 
to gas up your car by the 
weekend but no one 
knows just how much 
yet.
Local gas station 
owners and operators are 
guessing it will be in the' 
region of five to six cents 
but until the tanker 
trucks come in with the 
new higher priced gas it’s 
anybody’s guess.
Roy Hunt, of Roy’s 
Chevron Service, 10305 
Pat Bay Highway, said 
Tuesday he was advised 
by the Standard Oil Plant 
in Victoria that the price 
was to rise.
A freeze on petroleum 
products was lifted by 
the federal government 
Monday and the increase 
follows that action.
In addition to getting 
hit by increased prices , 
for gas and petroleum 
products on an in­
dividual basis, British 
Columbians will also pay 
around $1.6 million to 
keep the wheels of 
government turning.
Last year the 
provincial government 
used 21 million gallons of 
diesel fuel — mostly to 
keep the B.C. Ferries 
running.
A minimum of five 
cents-a-gallon increase 
will push that figure up 
$1,050,000 over the next 
12 months.
. During the same 
period government 
vehicles will guzzle up 




On tbe August 14th 
weekend, the London Boxing 
Club ladies’ softball team 
travelled up to Courtenay to 
take part in a 12-team Senior 
softball tournament. This team 
played two games on Saturday, 
and four games, back-to-back, 
on Sundtiy, ending up in third 
place.
Penny Ethier, daughter of 
Mr. & Mrs. B.H. Ethier, and 
the only Sidney member of the 
team, came home with the 
trophy for ‘All Star Left 
Fielder’ and had the .second 
best batting average for the 
tournament.
WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS 11 -9
Prof. W. STAUB
PMCV, BM,
Conscrvalory of Zurich in Vienna, rc-opens his 
music siiitlio for Ihc new season. Beginner to 
Diltloina slandard. Keyboard and wind in- 
siriimenls.






We Reserve The Right WALLACE DRIVE & W. SAANICH RD. Jg Ljg,n Quantities 
PRICES EFFECTIVE: THURS., FRI., SAT. & SUN., SEPT. 2, 3, 4 & 5
MEATS
FAMILY PACK MAPLE LEAF
Pork Chops P®* Sausages
$149
LB.






MAPLE LEAF REG. 1 LB.
Cenirtil Stiiinich Alderman 
Riiy l.amonl lives ne.M loii ilog 
kennel and likes il.
This fact was revealed al ti 
lecenl eommillee meeling 
where aldermen discussed an 
apidieaiion by Mr. and Mrs, P, 
.Slangowii/ lo eonsinici 
kennels til l742Ilovey Rttad,
When Ihe snbjecl of possible 
offensiveness lo neighbonrs 
was raised l.amonl argued ihiil 
he has lived nexi lo a dog 
kennel for years and has had 
no eomplainis,
Akl. Dave I Fill explained he 
hatl no objeelion lo Ihe kennel 
proposal eilher bnl retinesied 
lhal eouneil approve il through 
/oiling.
"This kennel makes great 
sense lo me yet I don’t want lo 
open Ihe door for oilier people 
lo eome flying, in wilh 
reiinesls,”
lie iioinled oiil llnil there are 
already iwo kennel operalions 
in the commnniiy iind both are 
non-conforming, wilh the by­
law.
In a meeling of ihe sub­
division anti /oiling eommillee 
Monday nighi, members voietl
lo recommend lo coiincil that a 
perniil be issued lo Slangowii/ 
and lhal Ihe by-law be 
reviewetl.
The three properties im- 
nietliiilely surrounding Ihe 
llovey Road site were can­
vassed and residenls saiti they 




Thieves broke into Ihe home 
of Heiilriee Mtiry Marlin al 365 
Moses Point Road last 
VVethiesday and made off with 
a coin eolleciion after 
rmiimaging Ihrongh every 
room in Ihe house,
Il is nol known how nmch 
Ihe eolleciion was worlh.
THIEVES STRIKE 
AGAIN
Roy’s Chevron Slalion on 
McDonald Park Road and 
Highway 17 was broken into 
on Snnday bill noiliing wtis 
taken.
A wintiow was broken iind 
the safe inside niovetl bin nol 
lanipered wilh.
Sausage Sticks Wieners 
$179















When we rebuild your car's engine it is 
as good as now. We use only top quality 
replacoment parts.
m FREE ESTIMATES 
O SPECIALIST MECHANICS 
• CHECK OUR LOW PRICES
FLINT MOTORS LTD.
BEACON AT FIFTH 656-1922
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Do You Remember?
S'D tXJNE AS Voa--------------- -
CAMCetteO pis Sa6SaKlPTtC»fAS To PtAVSoV., 
pei^THouse Apo MA'nofOAu GecxseAPHio... 
me MARitVM MOMRoe CACeNOAR. m meo 
REMoueo me uMoei^EAit secTtoi^
TPE seAps cATAU>6ue.... TWei4 the fostawm
6R»M6S CAST weexs oopv op the REVieuO-
• • •





1'herc is within most of us an affection for things 
ihtil arc of the past; for fine-crafted furniture, 
ixtintings, old bottles and ornaments. Antiques and 
artifacts arc prized more than ever today, even 
though few would wish to return to the days when the 
first morning tasks were to blacklead the grates and 
ilispose of the slops.
The I08th Fall Fair of North and South Saanich 
Agricultural Society has for its theme the slogan “Do 
yc'u Remember”, which is intriguing because' the 
cc'i poralc memory of the Society is undoubtedly the 
longest in the West.
In the earliest days it may be visualised that the 
whole of the slim rural population of Saanich wenned 
their way to Saanichton in all manner of horse drawm 
eonveyances, in the saddle and on foot. There were 
fcNs counter attractions in those days, and the 
season’s exhibits of the farming year and the arts and 
crafts of the homesteads were the basis of the annual 
festixal. It can be imagined that good eating and 
drinking and organized sports added to the 
jollil'ieation.
In succeeding years Saanich Fair no doubt took on 
a wider aspect as crowds from the City and suburbs 
were able to get into the country cheaply and com­
fortably by train. One can imagine the bustle and 
excitement as the Vcyaness arid Interurban specials 
unloaded the excursionists at Saanichton.
Then came the automobile, presaging a whole new 
era of transportation on the Peninsula, heralding an 
even wider interest in the Labour Day event, but 
bringing an untimely end to the Cordwood Limited 
and its rival electrified trains.
Through more than a century of progress and 
change, from generation to generation, Saanich Fair 
has jirospcrcd and developed into the superb three- 
day exhibition which now interests' and delights an 
ever increasing' public. The theme this year is 
nostalgic, and where else but on this rural peninsula is 
there such a wealth of tradition and artifacts to 
rekindle the spirit of the past.
Better than ever, is the promise of this week’s Fall 
l-'air. Many months of planning and preparation have 
gone into the multiple events that are scheduled to 
ensure there is never a dull moment. As always in the 
presentation of arts, crafts and skills the Society has 
had the support of organizations and individuals too 
numerous to mention. It is a gigantic community 
effort, and as such deserves total community sup­
port.
Firmly fixed in the affection of the Island public, 
may Saanich Fall Fair again be the focus of happy 
crowds from near and far. It is to be hoped that the 










Knights of Pythias Hall, 
9760 Fourth Street, 
Pastor, Rev. Chas Barker 
Phone 656-2545
Anglican Church of Canada
THE PARISH 
OF SIDNEY & 
NORTH SAANICH
Sunday, September 5 
ST. ANDREW’S 
CHURCH
3rcl Street, Sidney 










8:00 a.m. Holy 
Communion 
10: A.M. Morning Prayer
ST. ANDREW’S 




September 5, 1976 
9:45 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Communion 
Service
“When God Speaks” 
7:00 p.m. Natural or 
Supernatural
The Reg Davis Column
The Referendum
Scplcmbcr 11th will give the residents of Sidney 
and North Saanich the opportunity of building a 
Recreation Centre. For Sidney, it may be their last 
chance. They have had two abortive attempts 
defeated through political dissension and public 
apathy. Hindsight has shown just how short sighted 
the detractors of such a facility have been.
The Saanich penin.sula may well be the largest area 
of such population density in B.C. without any 
recreational facililies|at all. One of the problems in 
this area is the existence of three small municipalities 
whose differing priorities and political interests have 
managed quite successfully to ignore the best interests 
of its residents'. Our population has and is rising 
rapidly and our people services have suffered ac­
cordingly.
Sidney and North Saanich have now laid aside their 
political differences in order to give their citizens 
iinolher chance to provide their own Recreation 
facility. The preparation and negotiations to this end 
ha\'e taken over one and a half years and have been 
beset wilh innumerable problems and roadblocks.
The most significant being the withdrawal of 
Central Saanich.
Many people in these two municipalities have 
sacrificed time, effort and individual interests to 
bring this referendum to the voters.
I'o the voters in Sidney and North Saanich we ask 
y(Ui to consider the following on September 11th.
/. I he availability of recreation services to you, 
yiuir lamily and to your neighbours.
2, ’I'he co.st—which will be less expensive than the 
fuel aiul maintenance of an auto ii.sed to transport 
your children or friends to Victoria once a week.
3. The increased programs available for local 
youth, families, and senior citizens.
These then are our reasons for supporting a 
reel eat iim center.
I.\en if you don’t agree we hope you will at least 
vote.
With the weather we’ve been 
having this summer (did I say 
summer?) the most precarious 
form of employment these 
days must be that of the 
weather forecasters. The poor 
guys surely can’t be v^ry 
popular as they try to vary 
their dismal reports by calling 
it rain — showers — 
precipitation, or even a Scotch 
mist - but whatever they name 
it - it boils down to just plain, 
lousy wet.
My favourite forecaster is 
Norm Grohman of the evening 
news cast, who can make fun 
out of even this years weather, 
but he couldn’t match the wit 
of a good friend of mine who 
for many years was the most 
popular bartender at the Hotel 
Sidney. Bert Butterick would - 
with a perfectly straight face - 
when asked by the American 
tourists what the Canadian 
weather was like, point a 
solemn finger at Mount Baker 
and say - “See that mountain? 
Well, when you can’t see it - 
means its raining, and when 
you can see it - means its going 
to.”
It never failed to bring the 
house down.
♦ ♦ ♦
Reading about the plumbers 
, unions new demands of free 
parking among other things, 
makes me wonder which would 
work out better for the
customer - that - or the time 
they would lose, running out to 
put another dime in the
parking meter, or paying the 
fine. Eitlter way, it would
probably end up on tlie bill!!
when casting your vote, sign an 
affidavit stating that you have 
registered - so get out there and 
do your thing!
1 was under tlie mistaken 
impression - as apparently are 
a lot of other people - tliat one 
liad to be a home or property 
owner to be able to cast a vote 
for the September 11th 
recreation issue - but it is not 
so. If you are a Canadian 
citizen or British subject,-and 
have lived in Canada for one 
year, and British Columbia for 
six months, and are over the 
age of 19, you may vote. All 
you have to do is register at 
your local Municipal Hall aitd
There are a lot of people in 
Sidney - many of them senior 
citizens - who are becoming 
very concerned about con­
ditions as they now exist on 
Beacon Avenue. Here are 
some, as I was informed. The 
four lanes merging into two, 
with no warning signs, is a 
hazard in itself - people 
making U-turns in, the middle 
of a block - cyclists, not only 
going the wrong way and zig­
zagging across the street, but 
also on the sidewalks, forcing 
people into the road - people 
who, if not jay walking, spend 
their time on the crosswalks, 
passing the time of day - hot- 
rodders going ■ in opposite 
directions, stopping in the 
middle of the street to talk, 
blocking the traffic in both 
lanes - motorists, on seeing 
someone walk out.of a store to 
their car, stopping in mid lane, 
waiting for a space to become 
vacant, and of course the 
increasing amount of van­
dalism, resulting in wrecked 
property and smashed win­
dows.
Their usual compalint is - 
“How come there’s never a 
policeman around when you 
need one? Well, its quite 
obvious that a police car is 
more discernable than a man 
on foot, and the culprits 
usually seem to know where 
they are even if the general 
public doesn’t. It would seem 
to me that many of these in­
cidents could be prevented if 
the persons responsible, knew 
there might be the long arm of 
the law, reach out and tap 
tlicm on the shoulder, should 
they do wrong.
As a kid, whose home was 
next to a police station, 1 was 
constantly reminded, if 1 
didn’t cat my spinach, or go to 
.school, that the ‘man in blue’ 
would come and get me. Quite 
often, while engaged in a brawl 
with the kid next door, one of 
these gentlemen would pick us
both up by an ear - give us a 
stern warning, and send us on 
our way.
We learned to respect these 
men, both for their disciplinery 
actions and also for their 
gentleness in other matters, 
and their coolness and courage 
during endless nights of 
bombing in the war, saved 
many of our young lives. Many 
of us stayed on the right side of 
the law as a result of their 
actions. Now, don’t get me 
wrong, - I’m not advocating 
that Sidney council import a 
“Bobby’ for these duties, as 
we don’t want to get like 
Victoria with its phoney, 
‘Little bit of ye olde England’ 
gimmicks. But it seems to me, 
as well as many people who 
have spoken to me about it, 
that many of these incidents 
could be avoided by-the sight 
of a policeman on foot - and 
before I get the whole of 
Sidney council and the RCMP
down on my head, shouting, 
“We can’t afford it”, I might 
also add, we can’t afford, 
either, the vandalism 
shoplifting (yes, dear people, 
this town does have shoplif­
ters) and all the other little 
things that go on.
CHURCHES RICH ENOUGH?
Sidney town council voted 
unanimously to grant tax 
exemption to a Mormon 
Church presently" under 
construction at Sharpies near 
Weiler, but Aid. Ross Martin 
gave his assent with reser­
vation.
“I object to being held by 
provincial statutes to give 
e.xemption to such wealthy 
institutions,” he said.
Aid. Martin felt that 
churches were rich enough 
without being given a tax 
exemption status.
THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you through the courtesy of
MARINE
Lnrson Bouts Sangster Bouts Used Boats
Times Shown arc Standard Time
I'UI.I’ORD HARBOUR
Thti. 2 0525 2.8 1315 9.9 1810 8.4 2250 9.8
Eli. 3 0620 2.8 1420 10.2 1930 8.2 2355 9.6
Sat. 4 0730 2.9 1515 10,3 2030 7.9
Sun. 5 0105 9.5 0820 3.0 1555 10.3 2115 7.4
Mon. 6 0220 9.5 0905 3,2 1625 10.2 2155 6.9
Tiles. 7 0315 9.5 0945 3.6 1650 10.1 2230 6.4
'Wed. 8 04(X) 9.5 10.30 4.1 1715 10.0 2305 5.8
Metro Murine Ltd, 2360 Beacon Ave. 656-1105
VOLUNTEERS 
Sidney and North Saanich 
Community Hall Association 
is looking for volunteers to 
give Sanscha Hall a new coat 
of paint.
Members or non-members 
are being asked lo help with 
the painting which is part of a 
general fix-up of the hall. 
Recent renovations include 
improvetnents to the 
washrootns and the kitchen, 
done ^vilh Ihe help of a grant
REQUIRED
from Sidney and North
Saanich,
Another Si ,500 was spent on 
lightitig fixtures a short while 
ago.
Sanscha is used for many 
recreation activities on the 
peninsula, including Peninsula 
Recreation Programs such as 
badminton, keep-fit, yoga, 
roller skating, children's 




Tear page 5 and 6 out of newspaper.
Make folds away from you (instructions should show along edge after folding). 
Fold along horizontal centre line ('fold here first').
Fold ill half again ('fold here second').
And again ('fold here third’).
Slit pages apart along right hand edge when cover ('PENINSULA RECREATION 
COMMISSION . . , ’) is facing you ('slit here fourth • slit here fifth’).
Slit along top edges ('slit here sixth • slit here seventh’).
A Cordial Welcome 
To All
Rector




9:45 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Eternal Riches 
7:00 p.m. A Wealthy Place
WEDNESDAY 




(Parish Church of 
Brentwdod Bay) 
Sunday




11:00 a.m. . Morning 
Prayer
Sunday School will resume 
Sept. 12, 1976 at 11:00 a.m. 
Rev. Will Dobson 
Rector 
652-3860










Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service 11:00 a.m.
Wed. Fellowship 8:00 p.m.
SIDNEY & 
NORTH SAANICH 
Rev. R. Hori Pratt 





One Service Only 
Sf. PAUL’S 10:30a.m.
CENTRAL SAANICH 
Rev. Melvin H. Adams 
Church Office 652-2713 
Manse 652-5644
SHADY CREEK 
7180 East Saanich Rd.
Family Service & ■ 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.







Evening Fellowship 7 p.m. 
Praise meeting;. Wed.




9830 - 5th Street 
SUNDAY





7:00 p.m. Evening Service 
WEDNESDAY 
7:30 p.m. Prayer &
Bible Study 
Jesus said “1 am the Light 
of the World”






Rest Haven Drive, Sidney 
SERVlCTiS




ALL ARE WELCOME 
PASTOR HOWARD 
DAWES 656-6940
Your ilx community ChoptU. 
Ind»p»nd«nl Fomlly Ownod and 
ControlUd.Sondi lines 1912.
WE CARE 




Our Lady Of The 
Assumption 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Saturday Mass 8 p.m,
Stiiulay Mass 9a.m.
Sands Chapel of Roses 
Fourth Street 
SIDNEY 656-2932
Spoclqllilno In chipping lo or Irom 
onywhoro. Coll colinci





10030 Third St., Sidney 
Sunday Masses 10:15
& 11:15
Weekday Masses 9:00 a.m.
Sol vlng Voncouvor Uloiul 
Coll Collocl







Sidney Foursquare Gospel Church
992.S I irni STRI.IVI, Shinty, B.C.
PASTOR: MON T)' T. MOORE 
PI lONE; 656 354.4 OR (,56-2898
Siiiulay School and Morning Worshipl0:30a.in.
Niirsei y care proviileil
I • veiling I’raiso 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer Tne.sday 7:30p.m.
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Every year or so,we like to 
stop by the B.C. Forest 
Museum in Duncan. This time 
we were pleasantly surprised to 
discover some changes and 
additions had been made since 
our last visit a few seasons ago.
The big attraction for the 
children is getting to ride the 
train around the grounds of 
the museum, “Free and as 
often as we want!” There 
don’t seem to be many steam- 
powered locomotives still 
operating these days, so it’s a 
treat to ride behind one on the 
museum’s mile-and-a-half of 
track. Before we’d reached 
“North Cowichan Statjon”, 
the kids had spotted their next- 
favourite attraction, the. 
handcar.
The museum has arranged 
their exhibits so people — and 
especially children — can get 
involved. The handcar is a 
good example. We could get 
on, huff and puff, and pump 
the thing back and forth over a 
hundred feet of track. It’s been 
moved since our last visit, and 
the track layout makes it a bit 
harder for kids to pump very 
fast, but the whole time we 
were around, there were kids 
(and adults) riding the 
handcar.
We walked around much of 
the 40-acre park-like grounds, 
stopping first at the trapper’s 
eabin near the railway trestle. 
The old log cabin has been a 
favorite of Charlotte’s, but we 
were saddened to see how 
vandals had left it. On our first 
visit some years ago, we could 
walk into the cabin and find 
old furniture, much as it may 
have looked a hundred years 
ago. Thanks to sticky-fingered 
types, the doorway is now 
blocked and most furniture 
gone. The blocked door still 
hasn’t managed to stop the 
semi-illiterates who’ve just 
learned lo write their name — 
and can’t resist practi.sing on 
every exposed surface.
■ Next wc had a look into the 
passenger car near the sawmill. 
We’re fascinated at the old 
car’s interior, and imagine how 
il must liave been to travel in 
when it was (he way to travel. 
It’s our hope the car might 
.someday be restored to its 
original elegance.
As we walked to the various 
exhibits, the children were 
busy climbing into, onto, and 
around .steam locomotives, a 
caboose, caterpillar tractors, 
log carriers, steam engines and 
the like. And having them­
selves a great lime. (Some of 
the machinery is off-limits, but 
there’s lots left for kids lo 
pretend they’re logging whole 
forests —■ or driving a long 
train through I'raser Canyon.)
The “Log Museum" attracts 
Charlotte’s and my allcnlion 
wilh its scale models, restored 
etiuipmenl and displays. 
Again, as an artist, I enjoy 
seeing well-made models and 
displays.
We got aboard the traiti 
again and rode to the entrance, 
where the others stiiycd aboard 
while 1 ilashed to the car for 
inn pieiiie lunch. Another train 
ride brought ns back to the 
main mnsenm itrea —• and the 
pienie itrea. Thoie itre seveiitl 
tables, its well its a siiiitll 
lelreshntettt stiittd (pop, ice 
erciiitt, citndy, chips, cori'cc),
A collection of horsc-dniwn 
carriages, buggies and,sleighs 
adjoins the picnic area, and we 
wandered arottnd, trying to 
imagine stjnee/ing as many 
Pitssengers onto them as 
they’re supposed lo have 
citrried. It’d he interesting if, 
like tlie train, one of the 
witgons or carriages were
restored and used to carry 
visitors about the grounds.
A stroll through “Forester’s 
Walk”, a look at the old 
logging gear, and we were soon 
at the “Little Jakey” steam 
tractor — much to the delight 
of the children, who insisted 
on having a picture taken there 
with our ten-month-old “Little 
Jakey”.
A climb into the new 
lookout tower near the en­
trance completed out visit. A 
daily record of attendance in 
the ticket booth suggests that 
many hundreds of visitors each 
day find the Forest Museum a 
worthw'hile outing — and the 
comments we overheard 
during our visit confirm that.
The Museum is located on 
the Island Highway, just north 
of Duncan, at Drinkwater 
Road. (We had planned to lake 
the E & N Dayliner from 
Victoria, get off at Drinkwater 
Road and walk the half-mile to 
the museum — but discovered 
the train doesn’t operate on 
Sundays. That trip will be for
The Family Way is a new periodic series for this paper, wrilleii 
by Review cartoonist Nelson Dewey — with assislanee from liis 
wile, dog and seven ehildren — inleiuled lo give our readers a 
tour through the many pursuits available lo families.
We hope you enjoy il, and weleonie your eommenls and 












2459 BEACON AVE 
656-1323
ATTEMTION SENIOR CITIZENS
riic British Columbia Old Age Pensioners’ Organization Branch 25 extends a warm 
invitation to all seniors to attend the first meeting of the season on Thursday, September 2 
at I :.J0 p.m. al the Senior Citizens’ Activity Centre on 1(X)30 Rcsthaven Drive, fhose wlio 
litive not iilretidy renewed their 1976 cards arc asked to do so w'ithout delay, and those wlio 
wisli lo join for the I'irst time will be warmly welcomed into the Branch.
't on need our organiztition to keep your needs and problems ever before the govern­
ments, in such fields ;is pensions, supplements, health care and services, housing, tran- 
sporuition tind recretuional tireas. We need your membership to sw'cll our numbers tind 
ui\e us tidded strength and voice in making your governments aw'are of your needs in these 
imisorlant areas. Without the efforts of the B.C. OAPO over the years on your behtilf, 
such benefits wliich you enjoy to-day would nol have been possible, and we want lo go on 
to even gretiter benefits. Please phone 656-3826 or 656-2143 for further details and 
someone w ill call on you if you wish il. Shut-ins & handicapped welcome loo.
an upcoming column.)
Admission is $2.00 ■ for 
Adults and $.50 for children 
(under six, free). Plan to spend 
several relaxing hours — take a 
picnic. The Museum closes for 
the season about mid- 
September (you can phone 
them in Duncan at 748-9389), 
so don’t wait too long.
Prices effective 
September 1- 
Soptember A oniy. 






Wo reserve the right 
to llmtt quantities. 
Sorry, No Phono, 




% '““TSP FLAT LATEX
..iiH« Regular Price $8.98 per
FLAT gallon asMBinBi 40*%^





HOUSE PAINT " Regular Prico 59.98 por
.$7.77
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Nlon. ■ Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Sal. 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
FORMERLY SIDNEY PAINT POT








All Items 1 1
Celebrated At 1 I
Our Burnside Plaza Store 1 1





Ground Beef 1 X-Rib Roast 1 I 
*1*9 Jh















3 lb. ^ 1





1 lb. 5 J 49 1




5 lb. bag 5 2^^
Kraft Dinner
1 3 / 3^^
Carnation 1
Evaporated Milk
^ $ 1 00
3 tins JL
Arctic Power
1 Soap Powder *1 99
1 5 lb. box 1,
Nabob
Instant Coffee
lOoz. jar $J89 1




40 oz. jar ^ ^ ^ ^
1 Fresh 32 oz. ja
Orange Juice
49'
r Babys Only 2 Ply
Toilet Tissue
4 Roll
^ 3 Pack 1
1 York 24 oz
Raspberry Jam
1 tin




These Prices Are Also Effective At Burnside Plaza Store
(Burnside & Tillicum Rds.)
PRICES EFFECTIVE SEPT. Ist - 4th
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The mayor of Sidney 
said he expected ‘more 
fireworks’ at the public 
meeting held in Sanscha 
Hall Monday evening. 
The two hour session was 
held to discuss the plans 
and costs for the 
proposed Sidney North 
Saanich Recreation 
center.
Mayor Malcolm said 
he was surprised more 
people did not come to 
the meeting.




heard such speakers as 
Dennis Young, executive 
director of the Capital 
Region Board, Mayor 
Paul Grieve and 
Malcolm.
The meeting- was 
chaired by North Saanich 
alderman Eric Sher­
wood, who fielded 
questions from the floor.
Some were rather 
pointed.
Fred Zantvoort, 658 
Braemar Road, asked the 
developer, who hap­
pened to be present as a 
member of the presiding 
panel, just how much
PUBLIC MEETING ‘A MELLOW EVENT’ SAYS MAYOR
‘piled on top of previous ' 







“We just finished 
building the Sooke Ice 
arena,” answered Kieth 
Edwardson of Keyward 
Industries Ltd.
“‘We have also built 
similar facilities in 
Saskatchewan and 
Ontario.”
Zantvoort than wanted 
to know who had 
prepared the list of 
operating costs.
Rec. director Randy 







parently satisfied with 
the answers, for he 
complimented the panel 
members.
“Congratulations”, he 
said. “It looks like you 
could have a very good 
facility ...”
Both mayors em­
phasized that neither 
municipality would 
support building the 
center unless the 
provincial government 
steps forward with a 
hoped-for grant of 
$617,000.
When completed the 
total structure will 
amount to $1,850,000. A 
referendum is being held 
September 4th to for­
mally decide the issue of 
whether the center will be 
built or not.
Mayor Grieve pointed 
out that since North 
Saanich was virtually
‘totally free’ of longterm 
debt their share in 
financing a recreational 
facility would not be
“We’re not broke,” he 
said. “We’re not up
against the wall ... we 
also have statutory 
reserves to meet any 
unforeseen happenings
and we, also have a pay- 





DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
NOTICE RE REFERENDUM
and North Saanich will be
FURNACE INSTALLATION
New & older homes, kitchen & 
bathroom, fans ducted, extra warm 
, air runs, metal chimneys.
Call Gory Bishop 
&56-2460
Attentive audience listened to details behind proposed Recreation Center.
I SHELLAGH MALLARD SCHOOL OF DANCING
Member of Scottish Official Board of Highland Dancing. Adjudicators 
Panel, Edinburgh. Member Scottish Dance Teachers Alliance. Member & 
Eellow British Association Teachers of Dancing. Studio: Sidney Elementary
School, elementary school




Registration begins Thursday, 
Sept. 9 at Sidney Elementary 
School Gym 6 - 8 p.m.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL 656-1535 or 656-5086
Teachers: Bambi Stiles & Debbie Palmer
TRHi only have until 
September K) to put the 




Yoli can help fight unemployment 
this winter by getting to work on 
an idea this summer. Your Federal 
Government is asking Canadians 
to submit proposals for community 
projects tlmt will help provide jobs 
for tlTO unemployed. Your idea has to 
make useful jobs wl'iero there were 
none before, and must employ people 
registered at a Canada Manpower- 
Centre.
Your L.I.R program has up to 
$100,000 for every approved project. 
Your idea should get underway 
anytime botwoon November 1st this 
year and January Slst, 1977.
All applications must bo in our 
hands no Inter than September 
10,1976, Other than that, it's up to you. 
If you've got the right idea, we'll help 








See your Local Canada Manpower Centro or Job Creation Office,
On September 11th, 1976, the residents ot Sidne> r-.-.trp to ^erve both
required to vote on the Referendum to eonstruet a Reereation C*-” rt o c. vc bo h 
municipalilics. The Sidney and Nortli Saanich Councils urge all °
their vote on this important question and to clarify some points, the to
are given for the voter’s benefit;
consist of a skating rink andThe Recreation Centre will be located on East Saanich Road and wil Rpn-rendiim
swimming pool wilh associated areas. This is the only facdity provided lor by the Rele.endi .
under conditions imposed byApplication has been made for a Provincial Government Grant but, fYnire will nol
the Department of Municipal Affairs, if this grant is not approved, the 
be built, even if the vote on September 11th is lavourablc. The tigures pu is e >
Commission are based on llie net cost after deducting the Provincial Grant.
■fhe vote will be taken on a designated area basis with one total icsult although peisons will sole 
their owri municipality wherein they are registered.
4. Persons who qualified to vote as of July 16lh, 
Tleetors mav register and vote on September 1 Itli
1976, but did not register and are not on the list ol
VOI E ON SEPTEMBER tllh, 1976, BETWEEN 8:00 A.M. AND 8:00 P.M. ^THER 







BUY FOUR GALLONS OF ANY OLYMPIC 
PRODUCT AND GET THE FIFTH
ONE ON US.
It's true. Right now and up until Labour 
Day, when you buy four gallons of 
either Olympic Overcoat or Olympic 
Stain, your Olympic dealer will give you 
a fifth gallon, absolutely free.
Overcoat is the coating made spocially 
for use over old paint, And, once 
you’ve tried it, you'll put it over paint 
every time, It goes on easy, covers 
beautifully and dries to a flat finish 
that lasts and lasts,
Olympic Stain is the first choice of 
architects, It onhancos the beauty and 
texture of wood and guarantees lasting 
protection against cracking, peeling 
or blistering.
Save on both these fine Olympic 
products right ti-irough to Labour Day 
at your Olympic dealer.







2046 KEATING X ROAD, VICTORIA/652-1121
■■■I
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Coloured Pencils
LAURENTIAN 12 ASSORTED, ‘ ^ ^ ^
PLASTIC POUCH
Mini Calculators
LLOYD’S 7 FUNCTION S '1 ^88 
COMPLETE WITH CARRYING ^ i I 1^^ 
CASE & BAHERIES * W
Refills
PLAIN - NARROW OR 
WIDE RULED - 150 PAGES 
- CELLO WRAPPED
Corduroy Pants ^
LIHLE GIRLS’ 4-6x ’’FIRESIDE” $ ^ 9/







GIRLS’ WASHED, BRAID TRIM, 













MEN'S LONG & SHORT SLEEVE, GOOD SIZE 
ASSORTMENT IN VARIOUS STYLES.J 1^07
NOVI
REG. ‘4.99 to ‘6.99
Shoes teen-
CREPE SOLE CASUALS. LEATHER Ail99 




COMPLETE SELECTION FROM SUMMER STYLES 
- GOOD SIZE RANGE $ 88
NOW V
HERSHEY GIANT Reg. 3 for ‘1“





GIFT SET Reg. ‘6
Cologne & After Shave
00
SPECIAL 3.00




NAIL POLISH & REMOVER
SPECIAL 2 FOR 98^
LUCKY DRAW:
7 POUND CHOCOLATE BAR
Enter Name and Phone Number along with any 
purchase for School ,
DRAW SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 4:00 P.M.
X
Prices in effect until September 11
DRUG MARX
- Back To School (MOAN!) 
Pants, Gauchos, Jumpers, 
Vests, Big Tops, Turtle 
Necks (COOL!)
THE FABRICS - Polyester, Twills, Velvets,
and Denim, Denim(WOW!)
THE STORE - POLLYBIRP BOUTIQUE
Beacon Plaza (WELCOME!)
THE CUSTOMERS - Students of Fashion
(THAT’S YOU) '
65 Yeats of Experience 
to Get You Back in Style
Gladys Crowhurst 15 yrs. experience
Yvonne O'Toole 15 yrs. experience
Leah Toller 13 yrs. experience
Colleen Carlson 9 yrs. experience
Susan Herbert 13 yrs. experience
1 liai ackis up lo k.S years e.N|Yerioiice & urciil tilings for you. 
1 o gci your hair iu shape for seliool, I'or a new fall look or 
to haee summer siragglecl hair eoiidilioiiecl, eiill:
'Pinli ^itten l^enuto
( 656-2233
^The Shop With The Experience
SIDNEY insurance
Prompt Persoiml Reliable Servke
BE^ON PLAZA AAALL - SIDNEY />/»««■ 656-2331|
ixr. iwv
60” POLYESTER $ *
WIIX & MATCH ^ A
PLAINS, STRIPES & PATTERNS ■
>99
L yd.
|/|C ft THE POLYESTER EASY J




36” CORDUROY $ *
GOOD COLOURS, 100% COTTON i
>98 t
L yd.
CHEZ CLOTH ordinary fabric store 1
•I Div. of Ci lies pie Hart & Co. f/WAi] Ltd. 
and Northwestern Ins, Agencies Ltd.
Beacon Plaza 
SHOE REPAIR
Yk Cowboy Boots 
-iirWork Boots 




SAVINGS A PART 





"FOR QUALITY & VARIETY"
BRADFIELD’S BAKERY
TUESDAY - SATURDAY 8l30 A.M. - 5:30 P.M. 
Closed Sun. & Mon.







A 7 OZ. STEAK 
BAKED POTATO » 
CHOICE OF SALAD A 
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ABBOTSFORD AIR SHOW WELL WORTH VISITING
BY REG DAVIS
When the chance of a flight 
from Pat Bay over to the 
recent Abbottsford Airshow 
was offered to me I arrived at 
the airport eager to go.
However, the field was 
socked in and it wasn’t till an 
hour later we left the hanger. 
Arriving at the runways end, 
we had to do an about face 
and wait 'for fifteen minutes 
for incoming aircraft. But we 
finally got off the ground and 
in twenty minutes were 
touching down at Abbott­
sford, in spite of the delays — 
way better than that line up — 
journey over — and that crawl 
in line by the highway and 
Ferry route.
As the aircraft 1 was in was 
one of two on display, we were 
put into position and having 
been given a ‘crew’ tag, was 
able to see the exhibits at a 
closer range than the general 
public, (went to my head, a 
little — kind of wished I’d had 
a leather helmet and goggles).
At exactly 1 p.m. the C.A.F. 
Voodoos from Comox opened 
the show with an car-splitting 
fly past, and the show was on. 
It’s four years since 1 was there 
last, and though it doesn’t 
seem to change too much, the 
show is always worth it, (If you 
like that sort of thing, and I’ve
always been nuts about air­
craft, — while they’re on the 
ground, that is). The fly-by of 
World War II aircraft always 
brings a lump to the throat — 
some of the pilots have done 
wonders with these planes — 
many of them in their original 
camouflage and markings, and 
there’s something about them 
that our modern planes seem 
to lack — nostalgia, 1 guess.
Carolyn Salisbury is an 
Alaska Airlines crew member, 
and you would think she gets 
enough flying — but no — she 
climbs into her Pitts SIS 
biplane, and throws that thing 
all over the sky.
Just like she was trying to 
break it apart. Steve Trevor — 
not content with just plain 
wing-walking, hangs upside 
down from the plane as it 
almost scrapes the runway. 
The ‘Trident’ which 1 believe is 
being built here, made its 
debut, and its a fantastic little 
aircraft, doing everything on 
its one engine that anything 
else at the show could. The 
R.A.F. Vulcan bomber, built 
twenty some years ago to- 
carry an A. bomb, is still a 
formidable looking aircraft, 
despite its age, and for such a 
collossal size — amazingly 
maneuverable — standing on 
its wing — its tail — and doing
everything except a complete 
roll.
The U.S. Navy Blue Angels 
— C.A.F. snowbirds — and 
the 104s and F5s put on 
fantastic displays of aerobatics 
and precision flying — passing 
within feet of each other, while 
going in opposite directions at 
speeds of more than five 
hundred miles an hour — how 
they miss each other. I’ll never 
know. The show ended with a 
mad rush for the end ot the
runway, with a young lady 
directing traffic on to it. We 
took off with practically an 
escort of World Wars I and II 
aircraft in front — behind and 
just about every way one 
looked. In our twin jet, we 
soon climbed above the traffic 
and headed for home. It had 
been a good day, and even the 
weather cleared up, and as far 
as 1 know — there were no 







Burnside Plaza Location Only 



























FOR THE BIG WEEIC-ENO
liflW HMI IHitt WM MCfl' flMH HHM
Under New Management
If Pays To Drive To Burnside Plaxa 
For Low, Low Prices
(PLAZA STORE ONLY) 
Next to the Tillicum Outdoor Theatre
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Editor, The Review, Sir:
In reading the Reg Davis 
coiumn ol' August 25th with 
reference to the Safeway 
elosure 1 noted a popular 
niisconception he — and 
numerous otliers are under 
regarding tlie dispute.
This is not — and 1 heaviiy 
emphasize nol — a strike. In 
point of fact it is strictly a 
company lockout. As one of 
those employees directly in­
volved 1 feel the public should 
be made acutely aware of this 
point. ITirthermorc the Retail 
Wholesale Department Store 
Union did al no time give 
strike notice. Nor did they 
issue a seventy-two hour clear- 
out notice of perishables on 
Vancouver Island or the 
Dawson Creek area. Only al 
the Burnaby distribution 
centre was this exercised and 
even then reluctantly following 
over five months of fruitless 
and frustrating discussions.
This in no way could be 
construed as positive strike 
action. Something had to be 
done to stimulate the in­
creasingly non-productive 
negotiating. Union members 
were cpiite agreeable to con­
tinue in operalion, working 
normally wilh no slow-downs 
or overtime refusal. Yet for 
some obscure motive the 
company obviously desired a 
shutdown. When the Union 
could not be lured into a 
walkout then the company 
themselves, and themselves 
alone, effectively paralyzxd 
the entire operation by a 
lockout.
This is where, at time of 
writing, it stands. 1 agree 
wholeheartedly with Mr. Davis 
that il is lo the detriment of all 
concerned. Everybody loses. A 
sad situation indeed. And there 
has to be a better way of 
resolving our labour 
management problems than by 
this bitter antamistie approach 
so manifest in our present 
economic exene.
Frank E. Lockyer 
2145 Weiler Ave.
Sidney, B.C.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
-
Editor, The Review, Sir;
1 wonder how many of the 
taxpayers of the northern 
peninsula have any inkling of 
what their tax-bills are going to 
look like two years from now, 
when, some of the currently- 
promoted turkeys come home 
to roost. Despite the claims of 
the warious promoters that the 
regional or provincial 
governments are going to help, 
the bare fact is that they don’t 
have any money but what they' 
take from us, and in the end 
the entire burden will fall on 
the property owners.
For instance, Mr. Curtis is 
sponsoring a water-pipeline 
which could costs $12 million 
or more, nol including the 
extra millions for distribution 
systems. Debt charges on such 
money will run about $1.7 
million per year, and spreading 
this over the lax-base of the 
areas to be supplied will 
require about .10 mills of new 
property taxes, or about $400 
per typical home, year after 
year, and the water itself will 
be extra. This includes ever- 
hody, including those who 
have alrettdy paid for wells of 
their own, and never asked for 
it.
If, unlike tlie Olympics, it, 
siays within its budget, and the 
employees never ask for it 
raise, the capital charges and 
projected opeiitting deficit of 
Ihe proposed-skiiting rink and 
swimming-pool cannot be less 
than $.100,000 per year, 
Spreatling this over llie tax- 
base will require iiboiil I'/i 
mills of new taxes, or about 
$1(K) per year, per typical 
liome, l or those who coiilil nol 
envisage spending $1(K) on 
swininiing or skilling for Ihe 
lesi of their lives, let alone 
every year, Ihis will be Ihe 
golden opporluniiy for a noble 
and unselfish gesliire lo 
finance il for I hose who enjoy 
il.
Allhough we iilready have a 
good liospiiiil al Resi Haven, 
which can be upgraded and 
expiinded for minor eosis, we
are being committed by the 
regional district to finance a 
siring of hospitals throughout 
southern ■Vancouver Island, 
adding another 7 or 8 mills to 
our taxes, or another $100 per 
year.
Salary increases i'or the 
school system will be close to 
12 per cent this year, and 
another 12 per cent next year, 
for another 10'/2 mills, or 
about $140 on a typical home.
Add it all up, $740 per year 
of extra taxes two years from 
now, assuming that the 
municipal councils'* don’t 
increase their spending also, 
which is a poor bet. All of the 
above increased spending is 
being promoted through 
provineially-created bodies 
which have been given powers 
to levy property-taxes, and yet 
which for all practical pur­
poses are utterly beyond any 
effective control by the tax­
payers.
In running for election, Mr. 
Bennett made convincing 
speeches about the evils of big 
government, and its associated 
taxation and waste. But all of 
the above culprits are 
•provincially-created bodies, all 
enjoying taxing and wasting 
powers conferred on them by 
the previous Bennett gover­
nment. In sum, they make an 
empty mockery of any serious 
effort toward economy by the 
municipal councils.
If Mr. Bennett is really 
serious about tackling this 
problem, perhaps he should 
give serious thought to 
provincial legislation to clip 
the w ings of these monsters by 
requiring the budgets of every 
municipal council, regional 
board, school board, water 
board, hospital board, and 
anybody else having powers to 
levy property taxes, to receive 
approval by referendum of the 
property owners each year.
Professor Parkinson sized it 
up many years ago, the only 
way to get government waste 
under control is to give the 
taxpayers the power to say no. 
Otherwise we are headed for a 
taxpayers’ revolt.
Trevor Davis 
9080 Ardmore Drive 
North Saanich.
organize and sponsor meetings 
even if a good and sufficient 
reason does emerge;
•A lack of motive and in­
terest by persons to attend 
tiresome meeings;
•A lack of willingness, 
amounting to an over­
powering reluctance, on the 
part of those who might 
participate to pay their own 
way.
Yet that assortment of 
housewives, naval persons, 
academic engineers, public 
service employees and en- 
treprenuers, who are 
euphemistically and generously 
termed a “Municipal Council’’ 
completely devoid of 
common sense — seek through 
referendum to add yet another 
white elephant edifice to the 
current inventory — to be built 
and operated, or rather remain 
idle, at public expense.
Council is reminded, lest it 
has collectively forgotten, that 
it owns by gift, and not by 
purchase at public expense, the 
former Women’s Institute Hall 
on the East Saanich Road in 
Keating and that the present 
tenants have some obligation 
to make it available to the 
public for public purposes. It is 
sounder policy that Council 
manage its current assets more 





the unemployed or the 
unemployable. Their 
philosophy as demonstrated by 
means tests, investigators and 
a very much watered down 
Mincome programme is a 
disgrace. The greatest resource 
of any province is its people. 
Investment in our human 
resources is the most important 
investment
, 1 would qualify all my 
remarks by the fact that 1 have 
been directly involved in all of 
the areas of which 1 speak as a 
parent, taxpayer, consumer, 
hospital trustee and com­
munity advocate. In con­
clusion, may I remind the 
people of this province of the 
most telling Coalition slogan 
of all, “What you vote for 
today, you must live with 
tomorrow’’. Unfortunately in 
B.C. we are doing just that 
today.
Yours very truly, 
Mrs. C. Pickup.
977 Lovat Avenue 
Victoria, B.C.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
What Central Saanich does 
NOT, repeat NOT, need the 
most is yet another meeting 
hall such as the one proposed 
in conjunction with a 
publically financed swimming 
pool.
The current inventory of dis­
used, under-used and mis-used 
halls, rentable at nominal 
costs, includes:
•Four public school 
auditoriums;
•Umpteen classrooms and 
other spaces available through 
the local school board;
•Several church halls;
•Some service club halls;
• Brentwood Community 
Club and Agricultural Institute 
halls;
• Boy Scout/Girl Guide 
Hall: and
• Numerous more or less 
private ancillary assembly 
places, , such as Counci 
Chambers, Hospital Common 
Room, Hotel Lounge, etc., the 
use of which ctin be negotiated.
In addition, for special 
interest groups and societies, 
there arc the basement 
recrealion rooms of their own 
memberships.
In Central Saanich there is 
apparently:
• A lack of provocation or 
purpose or other reason for 
public assembly;
•A kick of initiative to
Editor, The Review, Sir:
The headline in the 
province’s newspapers sounds 
marvelous, “B.C. Boosts 
Welfare Rates”. But let us 
examine the real story behind 
the story.
This recent seemingly 
benevolent announcement by 
the Coalition government of 
B.C. is in fact a band-aid, 
unimaginative, politically 
calculated approach to meeting 
the needs of the people in­
volved. Through their 
repressive financial policies, 
this government is both en­
couraging and condemning 
people to repiain on welfare. 
The tunnel visioned policies of 
this group of political op­
portunists to date have spelled 
economic disaster for this 
province in terms of jobs and 
creating a healthy economic 
climate.
Which party during the 
December election came up 
with the slogans “Let’s get 
B.C. moving again” and 
Government should do things 
for people, not to people”? 
And what has been their record 
to date in the practical ap­
plication of these slogans? For 
example: unemployment up by 
20,000, store sales down, 
tourist industry seriously 
wounded, prices going up 
faster than anywhere else in 
Canada and cutbacks in 
services for people in every 
area of government. The 
progressive Mincome program 
has been turned into a means 
test welfare oriented program 
wilh reduced benefits in many 
cases, particularly in the under 
65 age group. These people 
have gained nothing from 
“GAIN”. People are living in 
fear of being investigated and 
of losing what little security 
they already have.
I deplore most of all what 
this government’s policies have 
done lo peoples’ self-esteem 
and self-confidence, regardless 
of age. They have returned 
suspicion, fear and a feeling of 
despair lo those people who 
can least cope wilh the high 
costs of living: the elderly, the 
handicapped, single mothers,
Editor, The Review, Sir;
A young fellow 1 know, m 
“construction” was asked if he 
thought he earned his pay. The 
definite answer was no!
He and his cohorts strike 
for, and get, more pay. Are 
they greedy; is it a joke; are 
they rebellious against society? 
As an oldster I try to put 
myself in their position, and 
conclude my sympathies are 
with them.
Yet one hell of a way to run 
a country. Socialism has been 
presented as the way. But it is 
out of season. It demands 
justice, and we can not abide a 
sane definition of justice. Wm 
Morris wrote:
Dreamer of dreams, born 
out of my due time. Why 
should 1 try to set the crooked 
straight? He had another 
thought and continued to do 
this very thing. Not my young 
acquaintance. He has said to 
hell with it all. My attitude 
entirely. Maybe I will have 
another thought?
F.A. Thornley
financial burden to those on 
ixed incomes who are already 
suffering from infiation and 
who will, in fact be expected to 
pay the major part of the cost 
of this recreational facility for 
which they have little need.
Is it not possible to:- 
Build this in stages — say the 
pool this year — the arena 
when infiation stops, and so 
on?
Why can’t the burden be al 
least partly carried by those 
who will use the facilities? 
Surely the practicability of 
this has been proven over the 
years by the Granite Club of 
Foronlo — the Montreal 
Amateur Athletic As.sociation 
and many others?
Expand the usefulness of 
Sancha further is a more 
economical interim step in 
supplementing the existing 
facilities?
With the reduced passing 
requirement of 50 percent 
instead of the previous 60 per 
cent the dice seems loaded 
against the old timers.
Sincrrely, 
D.G. Mackenzie 
10932 Madrona Road 
R.R, 1, Sidney, B.C.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
1 was a recent surgical 
patient in the Rest Haven 
Hospital and now 1 am home
again on the way to reeovery, I 
feel I must take this way to 
publicly thank this fine little 
institution for it’s very 
existence in our town. 1 found 
that those who work in, and 
run the different departments 
from the office, nursing staff 
and dietetics kitchen to be of 
the highest calibre; the meals 
tasty and fresh, the service 
bright and cheerful.
How lucky we are lo be able 
to obtain such great service for 
so low a daily sum as 1 paid for 
my slay there. Never again will 
1 allow anyone lo complain in 
my presence of the recent rates 
hike in hospital care. I don’t 
know how they manage as it is!
May 1 also take this way to 
thank my many friends and 
well-wishers for the lovely 
cards, the potted plants and 
cut fiowes and other gifts 
which all helped to speed my 
recovery. Sidney is my kind of 
town and it is because of all the 
wonderful people who live in 
it. Bless you all.
Sincerely, 
Fidith Smith 
3.10145 - 3rd Street, 
Sidney, B.C.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Regarding your issue of 
August 25th, 1 think sex is 
great in the right place, but 
please, nol on the front page o 




TOP ROUND ROASTS LB. JL
GRADFA’ $1169
SIRLOIN TIP ROASTS LB. JL
GRADK’A’ $1169
RUMP ROASTS LB. JL
IRISH 199
LEGS OF LAMB LB. JL
SLICKD $1|49
SIDE BACON LB. JL
WTKHT, RKADY TO F.A I % 1i 29
LEG HAMS LB.
Where meats are a specialty, not a sideline 
FOR SERVICE & QUALITY
Local Butchers
Open Daily 8:(l() a.m. to 5::tl) p.m. 
SIM'X’IAIJZINr, IN FRILSH C’UTiMFATS 
AND IIOMF FUEEZINli SIJFPEIES
r
Editor, The Review, Sir:
1 have noted your advocacy 
of acceptance of the proposed 
Peninsula Recreation Centre 
and have studied the in­
formation recently found in 
my mail box with much in­
terest.
Those recommending its 
creation are lo be 
congratulated on their efforts 
and progress.
I do feel however that your 
journal has a responsibility-to 
present both sides of the 
situation and I do not feel that 
this is being done.
Perhaps you would consider 
brjnging attention to the 
following relevant facts:
That while the.se facilities 
would be open to all their users 
il would draw from a relative 
minority of the lax paying 
population.
That the cost of developing 
and maintaining these facililies 
would be lengthy born by non- 
users.
That the incrca.se in tax 
burden would be closer to $ 100 
per year than the example of 
$.15.36 suggested as 
representation.
That the so-called typical 
family of four is not the typical 
family unit in North Saanich; 
nor would ten trips to Vicloria 
be eliminated by having such a 
centre in Sidney.
Surely, regardless of the 
iiiuloubted attraction of 
having such a facility 
available, it must be con­
sidered an unwarranted added








The Peninsula Recreation Commission's 
FALL MOVIE PROGRAM, 
is set and the dates and titles 
are as follows:
Sc'picinbLM'25lh. 1976............................................“Davy Crockelt K.W.Iu”
()ciDbor2iKl,1976 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :
(K'loluT 9111,1976 ...................................................................
Oclober 16111, 1976 ................................................ ..........-
Ocuibor 23111, 1976 ............................................ “Absent Minded Prole.ssor
October .30111, 1976................................................................. Lassie”
November 6111, 1976......................................................
November 1.3lli, 1976 ....................................................... • • Wi/aid ol
November 20lli. 1976.......................................... “Napoleon and Samanllia
November 27lh, 1976.........................................................
December 4111,1976................... ...........................................“Sign ol/orro’
,111 movies will start at 2:00 p.m. and the doors will open at l:.W p.m.
Admission is $.50 for Children and
$.75 for Adults [over 16].
IN THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN VANCOUVER
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
provides spacious new 
accommodations, . 
mostly fully equipped 
kitchens, cable TV,, 
phone, free parking and 
I view balconies. Starting 
at $18.00 single and $4.00 
per additional guest... 
wilh complimentary 
coffe6’ and tea service 
__ for your added en-
joyment. On your next 
visit to Vancouver stay 
downtown at the 
Mayfair Hotel located at Hornby and Robson Streets.
For reservations, write to :
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
84S Hornby St., Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 1V1 or Phone area 604-687-6751
NORTH SAANICH! CENTRAL SAANICH! SIDNEY RESIDENTS!






A’xB’xVa” '7 95 ea.
4’x8’x%” no|501 ea.
PORTLAND CEMENT <
80 lb. bag '2"
CONCRETE MIX









Panels are 26” wide & available in 
White, Green, Yellow or Clear.
COMPARE THESE PRICES!!
$^95 10’ $495 I2’$i:95
“ ea. only w ea.ea. only
ALUMINUM LADDERS 
20 ft. Extension 24 ft. Extension
Concrete Patio Slabs
















Folding Aluminum Lawn Chairs in $050







Interior ■ Exterior J j
OLYMPIC STAIN
Buy 4 gallons at the Regular Price 
- GET 1 GALLON FREE 
(This Week Only)
.95
White Latex only gal.
LUMBER SPECIALS
2”x4”x6’ No. 1 & 2 
2”x4"x8’ Econ. Studs 
2”x4”x8' Util. Fir 
l”xlO” M.R. Shiplap 
I"x6”xl0’ Spruce 
l”x2" No. 1 & 2 Common 






Top Up Your Attic Insulation 




CASHWAY LUMBER 9764 5fh St., SIDNEY656-1125
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Thriving Sidney Firm Launches 
Yet Another Vessel
A 54 foot boat built by 
Mayer Steel Boat Ltd., 
10225 MacDonald Park 
Road, was launched at 
Pat Bay Monday.
It took Chuck Mayer 
and four employees three 
months to complete the 
steel hull and aluminum
wheelhouse vessel that 
will be used by Jim 
Kaisla of Ladner as a 
commercial fishing boat.
It is the 21st boat built’ 
by Mayer’s firm but he is 
in the process of putting 
together another 54- 
footer for Gary Williams
of White Rock.
Kaisla plans to christen 
the boat “Kal - Anne”, a 
combination of his two 
daughter’s names, when 
it is finished.
After the boat was 
launched by Willie’s 
Boat Moving Ltd., a
Frank Spear (left) was presented 
with a gift from Sidney town clerk 
Geoff Logan at his retirement party
on Friday. Spear v/as with the public 
works department for 16 years.
%ook After The Town 
While Fm Gone ... ’
Family, friends and 
co-workers bestowed 
fondest wishes on Frank 
Spear at his retirement 
party last Friday in 
honour of 16 years with 
the town public works 
department, serving the
aspast five of them 
foreman.
‘‘It’s been really fun,” 
he said of his long-time 
association with the 
town, “Good neigh­
bours, good friends.”
Along witli his wife, 
Frances, Spear moved 
from his home at 9525 
Green Glade to Burnaby 
on Monday to take a job 
as assistant manager in a 
highrise.
Spear, 62, has lived in 
Sidney since 1944 and 
over the years has been 
involved in the com­
munity in many ways. Me 
was ti volunteer fireman 
for 10 years and operated 
the Skyw'ay Coffee Bar 
where he claims to have 
invented the now famous 
oyster burger.
Mrs. Spear has also 
made valuable con­
tributions to the town by 
helping to start the Air 
Cadets and serving as the 
first chairman of Ihe 
Recrealion Commission.
Both were involved 
wilh Peninsula IMayers 
for a time.
About .JO people were 
al Ihe retirement party 
heltl in the usually 
solemn town council 
chambers. Spear received 
going away gifts 
presented by Aid. Dick 
l.eigh on behtilf of 
councils past and 
’ preseni, town clerk 
! Geoff I.ogan on behalf
of the staff, and 
superintendent of public 
works Ted Clark from 
the outside workers.
‘‘I think he was really 
loved by the boys,” Mrs. 
Spear .said. One former 
co-worker even jour­
neyed over from Van­
couver to show his 
appreciation to Spear.
In his speech to. the 
well-wishers, Spear askec 
the remaining employees 
to ‘‘look after the town 
while I’m gone.”
Surrey company that has 
aunched five other 
vessels in this area, it was 
towed to a shipyard 
where it will be finished 
by Jack Gord.
Norman Hill, a former 
employee of Mayer Steel 
Boat Ltd., towed the 
3oat across the water 
with his vessel ‘‘Phoenix 
11”.
When the ‘‘Kal-Anne”
is finished and rigged it
should be worth ap­
proximately $ 180,0(X).
No Labour Day 
Wicket Service 
Wicket service will be closed 
at all Post Offices and Postal 
Stations through the B.C. & 
Yukon Postal District and 
there will be no letter carrier, 
rural route or parcel post 
deliveries on Labour Day.
Sunday service will apply to 
Special Delivery and Street 
Letter Box collection.
Administrative offices of the 
B.C. & Yukon Postal District 
will also be closed on Monday, 
September 6, 1976.
CLARKE — MOLLET 
Mr. & Mrs. P.A. Clarke 
wish to announce the 
engagement of their daughter 
Glenda Jene to Edward 
Alexander, son of Mr. & Mrs. 
L.J. Mollet of Fill ford Har­
bour. The wedding will be held 






"The Best Selection 
on the Peninsula"
A NO THER REA DER 
REMINDER _ , • , IFabricsSubscribe now to the Sidney 
Review. Subscription fee is $6 
per year, $5 for pensioners. rdtiBrns
I ^ i j , K ^
Silver Threads In Review
MONDAY — CENTRE CLOSED FOR LABOUR 
DAY. Open 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. for drop-ins.
TUESDAY — 9 a.m. centre open; 10 a.m., oil 
painting, serenaders; noon, lunch; 1 p.m., oil 
painting; 1:15 p.m. whist; 7 p.m. shuffleboard & 
games night.
WEDNESDAY — 9 a.m. centre open; 10 a.m. 
novelties, rug hooking noon, hot dinner; 1 p.m. 
di.scu.ssion group, mah-jong; 2 p.m. concert with the 
Serenaders.
THURSDAY — 9 a.m. centre open; 10 a.m. 
weaving; 10:20 a.m. trip to Salt Spring; noon, lunch;
1 p.m. dressmaking, bridge; 7 p.m. crib.
FRIDAY — 9 a.m. centre open; 10 a.m. podiatrist 
in attendance, keep fit, quilting; noon lunch; 1 p.m. 
knitting; 1:30 p.m. stretch & sew; 2 p.m. jacko; 7 
p.m. evening cards.
SATURDAY — 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. - open for drop- 
ins.
SUNDAY — 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. - open for drop-ins.
DAILY — cards, shuffleboard, library. Trip 
tickets on sale - September 26th - trip to Bellingham;^ 














riic I’ost Ol'l'icc invites tenders for the isei rornittnee ol' 
Hreniwood Bay Rtirtil Route No. 1. Involved is the sor- 
lalion, delivery and eolleetion of mail to and from boxes 
along the route described, ineluding transaetions of other 
|H)stal btisiness. One motor ear is required for the suitable 
performanee of this serviee. The eontrael is to eommenee 
as soon as tirrangcments ean be made. Details nuiy be 
obttiined at the Brentwood Bay, .Saanichton or Sidney Post 
Ori'iee, and at the address below. Tenders must be received 
by the 15th' Se|slemher 1976 at:
Area Stores Enjoy Increase 
Following Safeway Closure
I ransporttUion Services 
B.C'. & 't'ukon I’ostal District 
Room 6()()-75() C'tiinbie Street 
Vaueouver, B.C'.
V6B4K1




Safeway stores including 
the Sidney store in the 
Beacon plaza closed their 
doors after a hectic 
week of ‘‘panic 
buying” by area con­
sumers.
Thirty-six full and part 
time employees are 
affected by the lockout at 
MacDonald’s Con- 
solodated Ltd.
warehouses, the firm that 
supplies Safeway stores, 
but local growers in­
terviewed last week were 




farmer, said the situation 
is ‘‘not going to have any 
great effect”
economically.
It may take one to two weeks 
before things are back to 
normal, he thought, but even if 
it is a long term strike, people 
will have to buy their produce 
somewhere, and when other 
.stores run out of supplies, they 
will have to purchase their 
products in greater quantities.
J.D. Holloway, president of 
Saanich Fruit Growers Ltd., he 
will not be affected because 
Safeway stores do not pur­
chase local berries, except 
some strawberries at the 
beginning of the season.
“It won’t hinder our 
business,” said Joe Taylor, 
dairy farmer, because Safeway 
gets milk and dairy products 
from Vancouver.
Other grocery stores in the 
area predict an increase in 
business now that the Safeway 
.store is closed.
“People have to eat,” said 
Hon Lovve, manager of Sidney 
Super Foods. Lowe is planning 
to get more stock and put his 
.part time staff onto full time
thehours to accommodate 
expected increase.
Sidney Cash and Carry was 
busier than normal last week, 
reported manager Ron Gar­
dner, but added “we. don’t 
really know what to expect.”
He said it may affect 
stocking of the store and if the 
strike is a short one, especially.
An employee of Brentwood 
Food Giant said it was too 
early to tell what the con­
sequence of the Safeway 
shutdown would be on their 
business, but expected some 
increase.
Already open from 9 a.m. 
until 10 p.m., seven days a 
week, they do not have plans 
for any changes in their 
procedures.
There arc no new meetings 
scheduled between the com­
pany and the Retail, Wholesale 
and Department Storc’Union, 
representing warehouse 
workers and Safeway brand 
production plants, so it is 























PRICES EFFECTIVE: THURS., FRI., & SAT.
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD.
7005 £. SAANICH RD. 652-2411
Peninsula People DENIM DISCO
Lieut, and Mrs. Leslie Lane of 1022 Sluggett Road, with 
Michael and Christine, left on August l.llh for Plymouth, 
luigland, where l.ieul. Lane will be on eoiirsc for the next eight 
months. In their tihsence Mr. tind Mrs. Geary will be living in 
their house,
% ♦ ♦
Mrs. Chas, lissery of Butler Road enjoyed a three weeks’ 
holidiiy visiting friends in Saskatoon, Ctinwood and Central 
Butte, Saskatehewittt, atid in ('tilgtiry, Alberta. While in Central 





Mr, atul Mrs, Paul .1. Ditpoth of 725.1 Petlen (.ime etijoyed a
tiiottlh’s holiday iti Mitiiiloba, While in Porlttge Lit Prairie a large 
liitiherittg of old frieiuls gave a garden parly iti their honour lo 
eeleht'iile their thirtieth wedtiittg atmiversiiry.
■r ♦ ♦
Mrs. Wjllitttu Yoittig of Vaueoitver, who has just reluriied 
Ifotu it holiihty itt Lditiburgh, Seoilatid, was the guest for ten days 
at the hoiite of her soti atul daitghler-iii-litw, Mr. atul Mrs. 
Williittn 'I'ottttg of Concoiii Phiee,
♦
Sttpi, and Mrs, A.S. McNeil of 7100 Hagan Rotul enjoyed a 
two weeks’ holidity wilh their datighler and son-in-law, Consiiible 
Steven Pi ice, R.C.M.P. and small son l.aiid, of Coehriin, 
Albei lii. I'hey were joined Iherc by their son and dniighler-iii-hiw, 
Ml. nnd Mrs. Ciunpbell McNeil of Ollnwa, wilh Stirling iind 
Melissit. I'he Cnmphell McNeil’s leliirned lo Brentwood for a 




North Stianieh Dog Obeclienee Club will hold 
ohetlienee classes eonnnencing Sept. 9, 1976. 
All levels of oluHlienee liiiighi, special puppy 
class. Kegister early. Space is limiled.
To pre-register 
ot for information phono 
652-1634; 656-4993; 656-1938.
7172 Drontwood Drive 
Oronlwood Qny /■ 
>•0^41-♦I’ Vancouver Island
VNEXT TO MILL BAY FERRY
Reservations 652-2413
Hours 9 a.m. • 12 a.m. dally
SNOVJ TIRES'?
SCPTEM BER
For your dining ploasuro John McKonilo, 
ontortalning nightly In tho dining room 
Mon. ■ Sot.
HO I HORS D’OEUVRE 
SALAD BAR 
S ri.AKi<ir KINO C RAB
I RESI I BAKED SMAI.I. ROAS I PC) FA FOES 
OVEN BAKED SCONE BREAD 
SPANISH COFFEE
WELL - THAT’S WHEN WE HAVE TO START STOCKING UP 
ON WINTER TIRES - IN HOPES PEOPLE WILL COME IN 
EARLY FOR THEIRS AND AVOID THE LAST MINUTE RUSH. 
AND SINCE OUR NEW SHIPMENTS OF WINTER TIRES 
REQUIRE STORAGE SPACE - WE HAVE TO MAKE ROOM 
BY MOVING OUT OUR SUMMER TIRE STOCK.
Fnjoy 0 drivo through tho sconic Saanich Poninsulo 
Ihon atop lor a lolanroly brunch on our balcony 
I. ovorlooUlnfi boaulKul Drontwood Bay,
Drop By and 
Let’s Talk Tire Deals
’s/oNe'0^'‘
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Appeal To Land Reserve By Central Saanich Resident
Subdivision of 7.87 acres of 
farm land that was cut in two
Good quality copies of 
photos that appear in the 
Sidney Review may be pur­
chased for a nominal sum. Call 
us at 656-1151 and place your 
order now.
by the construction of Central 
Saanich Road has been given
support by the regional Local 
Planning and Zoning Com­
mittee.
The land is in the provincial 
Agricultural Land Reserve, 
and will remain so classified,
even if subdivision is finally 
approved by B.C. Land 
Commission members in 
Burnaby.
Faced with physical division, 
the owner of the property, 
M.A.D. Smith, applied for 
separate legal titles to the two 
portions.
The piece of property on the 
east side of the road will 
become a hobby farm, ac­
cording to information sup­
plied by the applicant to 
regional planning authorities.
The application for sub­
division has been endorsed by 
the Central Saanich council.
PENINSULA PEOPLE
Miss Judy Martin of 7116 Brentwood Drive, whoc marriage to 
Mr. Dale Bentz of Victoria took place on August 28th, was guest 
of honour at three showers recently. On Saturday, August 14th, 
Mrs. A.E. Greenwood gave a morning coffee party and linen 
shower; and on Sunday, August 15th, after the morning service at 
the Brentwood College Memorial Chapel members of the 
congregation gave a combined party for Judy and for Chris 
McMuldroch wo will be leaving Sept. 1st for Boston, where he 
has won a scholarship to the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. Chris was presented with a leather writing case, 
while Judy had a kitchen shower. On Saturday morning, August 
21st, Miss Mary Harrington and Miss Mary Martin gave a coffee 
ptirty grocery shower for Judy at Miss Martin’s home on 
Brentwood Drive.
Recent guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs. R.G. Cole, 1058 
Llanfair Drive were Mr. and Mrs. Ian Robertson of Reading, 
England. A highlight of their visit was a trip to Port Alberni 
where they boarded the MV Uehuek 2 for a trip to Ucluclet.
School District No. 63 (Saanich)
SCHOOL BUS INFORMATION AND SCHEDULES
For the School Year, 1976 -77
SCHOOL BOARD POLICY — PUPIL TRANSPORTATION
school bus traiisportalion, subject lo available seating space, may be provided for: 
kindergarten — Pupils living 2 miles or more from the nearest elementary school in 
which a Kindergarten class has been established.
A.m. — Such pupils enrolled in the morning sessions will be transported to school on the 
regular bus runs. However, as the numbers do not warrant a special run at noon, the 
parents of such pupils may apply for a transportation allowance in lieu,
P.M. — The parents of such pupils enrolled in the afternoon sessions may apply for a 
transportation allowance in lieu of transportation to the afternoon sessions.
— Pupils will be transported home on regular after school bus runs. The parents of a 
pupil living in an isolated area 2 miles or more from the elementary school and for whom 
bus transportation cannot be provided, may apply fora transportation allowance. 
GRADE 1-3 — Pupils who live 2 miles or more from the nearest elementary school.
GRADE 4-7 — Pupils who live 2'/; miles or more from the nearest elementary school. 
GRADE 8-12 — Students who live 3 or more miles from the nearest secondary school.
' Mileage distances are calculated by the most direct route on established roads or walk areas. 
1 he distance Is computed from the home property aecess at the road to the entry at the school 
site.
SPECIAL CLASSES have been established at Cordova Bay Elementary School and at 
Mc Tavish Elementary School. The parents of all pupils who will attend these classes have 
been advised.
The schedules are subject to change if circumstances require. All times given are approximate 
and subject to adjustment as needed.
Trip #3
PARKLANDSECONDARY
Lv. DEEP COVE ELEMENTARY ................................................................................. 7:54 a.m.
9 ♦ Ar. NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL ................................................................................. 8:00 a.m.





CORDOVA BAY (Spec. CL)
Lv. PARKLAND SECONDARY SCHOOL.................................................................. 8:06 a.m.
11 Lochside&Mt. Newton .................................................................................................8:15a.m.
12 C. Saattich & Mt. Newton X Rd................................................................................. 8:17 a.m.
13 SAANICHTON ELEMENTARY.............................................................................. 8:25 a.m.
14 Verdier Ave. & W'est Saanich Road............'............................................................. 8:34 a.m.
■ 15 BRENTWOOD ELEMENTARY ............................................................................8:35 a.m.
16 Keating X Rd. & W'est Saanich Rd...............................................................................8:40 a.m.
17 Oldfield Rd. A: Keating X Rd....................................................................................... 8:43 a.m.
18 Ar. CLAREMONT SECONDARY SCHOOL..............................................................8:49a.m.
18 Lv. CLAREMONT SECONDARY SCHOOL................................................................. 8:50 a.m.
18 CORDOVA BAY ELEMENTARY............................................................................ 9:05 a.m.
20 Ar. Garage.................................................................................................... 9:30a.m.





Brookleigh& Hamsterley Rd........................................................................................ 8:46 a.m. I
CLAREMONT SECONDARY SCHOOL.............................................................8:50 a.m. I
Ar. Oarage..................................................................................................................................9:05 a.m. I
•Transfer Point: Mt. Newton Junior Secondary Students transfer from Bus #5 to Bus #1
BUS PASSES:
School bus service is provided al the-discretion of the Board of School Trustees. Those 
students who are eligible for school bus transportation will be issued bus passes. The passes 
must be available for inspection by the School Bus Driver at any time. School bus passes may 
be withdrawn by the Principal of the School attended by the student for conduct or behavior 
which is considered by the School Bus Driver as unnecessary, distracting or intentionally 
annoying.
Request for any additional information about the bus schedules should be referred to the 
School Board Office. Sidney, B.C. 656-1 111.
Every effort has been made to establish the bus routes to serve the greatest number of .students 
who arc entitled to school bus transportation in accordance with existing School Board 
Policy.
NOTE:
The schedules for morning trips only are as indicated. The afternoon trips will be the reverse 






NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
DEEP COVE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 




NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
Stop #
Lv. Garage
1 Lv. Mills Road & West Saanich Road...............................................................................7:28 a.m.
2 Lv. Ardmore (N)& West Saanich Road..........................................................................7:30 a.m.
3 Lv. Bradley Dyne Rd. i^W. Saanich Rd. Via McTavish Rd..................................... 7:31a.m.
4 Ar. NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL................................................................................ 7:39 a.m.
5 Ar. PARKLAND SECONDARY SCHOOL................................................... ............. 7:40 a.m.
Trip #2
DEEP COVE ELEMENTARY
Lv. PARKLAND SECONDARY SCHOOL.................................................................7:42 a.m.
6 Lv. John Rd. & McDonald Park Rd................................................................................... 7:44 a.m.
7 Lv. Mills Rd. & McDonald Park Rd................................................................................... 7:45 a.m.
8 Lv. Mills Rd. & West Saanich Rd.........................................................................................7:48 a.m.
9 Lv. Towner Park Rd. & West Saanich Rd........................................................................ 7:5 Pa.m.
10 Lv. Downey Rd. & West Saanich Rd.................................................................................. 7:52 a.m.
11 Ar. DEEP COVE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL............................................................. 7:56a.m.
Lv. DEEP COVE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL..................... ................................... 7:58 a.m. .
12 Ar. NORTH SAANICH SCHOOI..................................................................................... 8:00a.m.
13 Ar. PARKLAND SECONDARY SCHOOL................................................................. 8:03 a.m.
•Transfer Point: McTavish Special Class Students transfer to Bus #6 
•Transfer Point: Cordova Bay Special Class Students transfer to Bus #2




MT. NEW'TON JUNIOR SECONDARY 
CLAREMONT SECONDARY 
ROYAL OAK SCHOOL 
Trlpffl
PARKLAND SECONDARY 
MT. NEWTON JR. SEC.
K E A I T N Cl E1. E M E N T A R Y 
Stop #
Lv. Garage................................................................................................................................. 7:10n.m.
Royal Oak Dr.,'!: Elk Lake Dr..................................................................................... 7:22 a.m.
Royal Oak Dr. it Cordova Bay Rd............................................................................7:25 a.m.
Claremont Ave. it Cordova Bay Rd......................................................................... 7:27 a.m.
CORDOVA BAY ELEMENTARY SCHOOI...................................................... 7:28 a.m.
EowTct ,1 Sayward Roads............................................................................................7:31 a.m.
Hunt .1: Dooley Roatls.................................................................................................. 7:34 a.m.
Welch it Martindale Roads.........................................................................................7:37 a.m.












Ar. M r. NEWTON JR. SECONDARY ........................................................................7:45 a.m.
T rip HI
Lv. MT. NEWT.ON JR. Sl-CONDAKY ........................................................................7:47 a.m.
10 Oldfield RtL.'i Wallop Place ....................................................................................... 7:50a.m.
11 Oldfield RtLiV Bear Hill Rd........................................................................................... 7:52 a.m.
12 Oldfield Rd..VKealingX Rd.........................................................................................7:.54a.m.
13 Ar.KliATTNGELIiMENTARY SCHOOI.................................................................... 7:58 a.m.
I rip K.1
CLAREMONT SECONDARY





Cemral Saanich A Keating X Rd................................................................................. 8:01 a.m.
Ceniial Saanich A Tanner Rd....................................................................................... liiO.T a.m.
Pal Bay I Iwy. ,4 Tanner Road ....................................................................................8:06 a.tn.
(T ARIiMON TSliCONDARY SCHOOI............................................................... 8:|2a.ni.
I rl|i t/4
ROYAl OAK SCHOOI
Lv. CLAREMONT'SliCONDARV SCHOOI............................................................... 8; 15 a.m.
18 ( lareinom Ave, A Sam a Clara....................................................................................8:17 a.m.
19 Piedmunl ik Simla Clara............................................................................................... 8;l9a.m.
20 Ctmliiva Bay Rd, ik Simla Cliiia................................................................................. Iii21 a.m.
21 Aldeiley Ril, A Saywiiid Road....................................................................................8:23 a.m.
22 I liiniMeiley Rd. A Sayward Road...............................................................................8:25 a.m,
ROYAl OAK SCHOOI.................................................................................................Hi-’.’ "•Ol'23 Al,
‘ Trimsfer PnInli Pink land Secondary Sliidenis liimsfer I tom Bus 1)1 lo Bus 1/5.
SCHOIII.miSI/I. Mr. ('. Maillll 
IRANSPORIINOSIIIDENIS lO:
PARKI ANDSECONDARY S(TIOOI. 
NORIIISAANICIISCIIOOI.
D1 I I'tOVE I I IMENT ARY SCHOOL 
SAANIl TIION IT IMENT ARY St TIOOI. 
I 1 -Mil MOMI SLCONDAMV SCHOOI 




SCHCXJL BUS #6 - Mr. W. Lewis 
T RANSPORTING STUDENTS TO:
MT, NEWTON JUNIOR SECONDARY 
PROSPECT LAKE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
DURRANCE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
CLAREMONT SECONDARY SCHOOL 
ELK LAKE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
CORDOVA BAY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
ROYAL OAK SCHOOL 
Trip #I
MT. NEWTON JR. SEC.
Stop It
Lv. Garage.................................................................................................................................7:15 a.
Members ot TOPS Chapter 980, nreiitwoocl Bay, have set 
Saturday, Oetober 16th for the date of their Annual Bazaar. In 
accordance witli 'I’OPS international rules, tea will not be served 
at the bazaar, but there will be well stocked stalls of home 
baking, white elephant, plants, produce and crafts. The bazaar 
will beheld in the basement of the Brentwood United Church, and 
Rose Colville, Area Supervisor will open it at 1 :.J() p.m.
Members enjoyed a letter from Mary McMichael who is 
holidaying wilh relatives in Northern Ireland. Best loser for July 
was lerry Harding, and weekly best losers were Dolly Hamilton, 
Dee Wakelield, I.inda Snelling and Leslie Shumka. Recognition 
lor her spccitil el tort was given Martha McKeeknie. The Apron 
Contest was won by Mildred Foster.
* ♦ ♦
St. Stephen’s A.C.W. will hold their first meeting of the new 
season at the home of Mrs. A.C. Ramsay, 1299 Ml. Newton 
Cross Rd., at two o’clock. New meiTTbers of the parish will be 
most welcome to attend.
Lochside Dr. & Mt. Newton X Rd........................................................................................ 7:30 a.m.
C. Saanich Rd. & Mt. Newton X Rd.................................................................................... 7:32 a.m.
E. Saanich Rd. & Mt. Newton X Rd................................................................ 7:35 a.m.
E. Saanich Rd. & Hovey Rd.................................................................................................... 7:37 a.m.
Ar. MT. NEWTON JUNIOR SECONDARY...............................................................7:42 a.m.
SCHOOL BUS #3 - Mr. W. Dorman
TRANSPORTING STUDENTS TO:
MT. NEWTON JUNIOR SECONDARY 
CLAREMONT SECONDARY SCHOOL 
ROYAL OAK SCHOOL
BEAVER LAKE - PROSPECT LAKE ELEMENTARY 
BRENTWOOD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
Trip #I
MT. NEWTON JR. SEC.
BRENTWOOD ELEMENTARY 
Stop #
Lv, Garage.................................................................................................................................. 7:15 a.m.
1 Cole Bay Reserve............................................................................................................. 7:20 a.m.
2 Alec Road & West Saanich Rd..................................................................................... 7:25 a.m.
3 Wallace Dr. ,k Ml. Newton X Rd................................................................................ 7:35 a.m.
4 Ar. BRENTWOOD ELEMENTARY .............................................................................7:38 a.m.
5 Ar.MT. NEWTON JR. SECONDARY .........................................................................7:42 a.m.
Trip #2
MT. NEWTON JR. SEC 
BRENTWOOD ELEMENTARY
Lv. MT. NEWTON JR. SECONDARY ........................................................................ 7:45 a.m.
6 Keating X Rd. & West Saanich Rd.............................................................................7:47 a.m.
7 West Saanich ,k Durrance Rd.......................................................................................7:48 a.m.
8 Prospect l.ake Store........................................................................................................7:50 a.m.
9 Sparion & Oldfield Rd....................................................................................................7:55 a.m.
10 Ar. MT. NEWTON JR. SECONDARY ........................................................................ 8:00a.m.
11 Ar. BRENTWOOD ELEMENTARY ..............................................................................8:05 a.m.
Trip #3
PROSPECT LAKE ELEMENTARY 
Gr. 4-6 to BEAVER LAKE 
ELEM.&Gr. K-3 lo 
PROSPECrr LAKE ELE.M.
12 Lv. West Saanich Rd. & Durrance Rd.............................................................................. 8:15 a.m.
13 PROSPECT LAKE ELEMENTARY..................................................................... 8:20a.m.
14 BEAVER LAKE ELEMENTARY ................................................................ ,8:24a.m.
15 ROYAL OAK SCHOOL (to pick up Kg) ................................................. .............8:28 a.m.
16 BEAVER LAKE ELEMENTARY ...........................................................................8:31a.m.
17 PROSPECT LAKE ELEMENTARY.....................................................................8:34 a.m.
TripH4
Lv. PROSPECT LAKE ELEMENTARY.............. ....................................................... 8:37 a.m.
18 Ar. ROYAL OAK SCHOOL................................................................................................8:45 a.m.
19 Royal Oak Dr. & Pipeline Rd. ....................................................................................8:48 a.m.
20 Ar. CLAREMONT SECONDARY................................................................................. 8:53 a.m.
21 Ar. Garage....................................................................................'.............................................9:15 a.m.
SCHOOL BUS #4 - Mr. I). Stephens
TRANSPOR'riNGSTUDENTSTQ:
PARKLAND SECONDARY SCHOOL 
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
MCTAVISH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
SANSBURY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
t rip #1
PARKLAND SECONDARY 
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
Slop H
Lv. Garage
1 Bradley Dyne Rd, ,1 W. Saanich Rd............................................................................ 7:30 a.m.
2 Ardmore South & West Stianieh Road..................................................................... 7:32 a.m.
3 McTtivish Rd. rVi West Saanich Road............................................ ,........................7:33 a.m.
4 ('resswell Rd.,k McTavish Rd....................................................................................... 7:37 a.m.
5 East Saanich Rd. & McTavish Rd.................................................................................7:39 a.m.
6 NORTH SAANICH SCHOOI......................................................................................7:45 a.m.





8 Mills Rd. ,k West Saanich Rd........................................................................................ 7:54 a.m.
9 Ardmore(N),k West Saanich Rd.................................................................................7:56a.tn.
Ill Bradley Dyneik West Saanich Rd............................................................................7:57 a.m.
11 Ardmore (S) & West Saanich Rd.............................................................................7:58 a.m.
12 McTavish it-West Saanich Road ............................................................................... 7:59a,m.
1.3 MCTAVISH ELEMliN TARY SCHOOI...................................................................... 8:()2u.m.
14 Me I avish ,k East S.ianich Rd.........................................................................................8:04a.m.
15 At, SANSBURY El.EMEN l'ARY SCIlOOl.................................................................. 8;07a,m.
I rip 83
NOR 1 11 SAANICH Sr'IIOOl 
PARKI.ANDSECONDARY
Lv, SANSIUIRY ELEMENTARY SCIlOOl.................................................................. R:()8u,m.
16 East Saanich>k Leal Road............................................................................................ 8;()9a.m.
17 Eiisl Saanicii >k Newman St...........................................................................................8:11 a.m.
18 Ml. Newton,k Pal Bay llwy........................................................................................ 8:15a.m.
19 NOR l II SAANICII SCHOOI....................................................................................8;22a,m.
20 At. PARKI.ANDSECONDARY SCHOOI..................................................................8:25 a.m.
'trip 84
IMCTAVISH El.liMliN'l ARY 
(Special Class)
l.v, PARKI.ANDSECONDARY SCHOOI................................................................. 8;26a.m,
21 Resilniven Dr. tk I leniy................................................................................................8:28 a.m.
22 Lochside Dr, ,k Eiosi.................................................................................................... 8:31 a.m,
23 MCTAVISH Itl.EME.N I ARY SCHOOI...............................................................8:34 a.m,




MT. NEWTON JR. SEC.
Lv. MT. NEWTON JUNIOR SECONDARY.............................................................. 7:44 a.m.
West Saanich & Old West Road (N)..........................................................................7:46 a.m.
Old West Rd. & Oldfield Road................................................................... :.............7:50 a.m.
Ar. PROSPECT LAKE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.................................................7:53 a.m.
DURRANCE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.......................................................... 7:58a.m.








Lv. MT. NEWTON JUNIOR SECONDARY...............................................................8:07 a.m. ]
Keating X Rd. & W. Saanich Rd................................................................................. 8:09 a.m.
W. Saanich Rd. & Durrance Rd...................... s......................................................... 8:11 a.m.
Prospect Lk. Rd. & W. Saanich Rd............................................................................8:15 a.m.
Beaver Lk. & W, Saanich Rd........................................................................................8:19a.m,







CORDOVA BAY ELEMENTARY 
ELK LAKE ELEMENTARY 
Lv. CLAREMONT SECONDARY SCHOOL............................................................ 8:28 a.m. I
16 Hamsterley & Sayward Rds...........................................................................................8:33 a.m.
17 Ar. ELK LAKE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.................................................................8:37 a.m.
18 CORDOVA BAY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL..................................................... 8:41 a.m.
Trip 85
ROYAL OAK SCHOOL 
Lv. CORDOVA BAY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL......................................................8:42 a.m.
19 Claremant & Cordova Bay Rd..................................................................................... 8:44 a.m.
20 Royal Oak Ave. & Cordova Bay Rd...........................................................................8:51a.m.
21 Ar. ROYAL OAK SCHOOL...............................................................................................8:56a.m.
22 Ar. Garage................................................................................................................................. 9:14 a.m.
SCHOOL BUS 87 - Mr. J. Bigras 
TRANSPORTING STUDENTS TO:
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
PARKLAND SECONDARY SCHOOL 
I SANSBURY ELEMEN TARY SCHOOL 
Trip 81




1 Weiler cSi Sharpies.............................................................................................................7:25 a.m.
2 Weiler&Canora...............................................................................................................7:27 a.m
3 East Saanich Rd. & Airport Rd..................................... '............................................7:29 a.m.
4 East Saanich Rd. & McTavish Rd................................................................................7:31 a.m
5 NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL.................................................................................. 7:40 a.m.
6 Ar. PARKLAND SECONDARY SCHOOL.................................................................7:43a.m.
Trip 82
SANSBURY ELEMENTARY
Lv. PARKLAND SECONDARY SCHOOL................................................................ 7:45 a.m.
7 Weiler & Sharpies.............................................................................................................7:55a.m.
8 Weiler lk Canora.............................................................................................................. 7:57 a.m.
9 McTavish lk East Saanich Rd. ....................................................................................7:48 a.m.




Lv. SAN.SBURY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL............................................................. 8;02a.m.
11 Mt. Newton lk Lochside ....................................................................... '.....8:07 a.m.
12 Ml. Newton & Central Saanich..................................................................................8; 10 a.m.
1.3 Ml. St. Michael & Central Saanich.......................................................................... 8:12 a.m.
14 Amity lk Bourne Roads............................................................................................... 8:14a.m.
15 SANSBURY ELP.MENTARY (via East Rd. & McTavish)............................ 8:15 a.m.
16 NORTH SAANICH SCHOOI...................................................................................8:23 a.m.
17 Ar. PARKI.ANDSECONDARYSCHOOl................................................................ 8:25 a.m.
18 Ar. Garage...............................................................................................................................8:30 a.m.
SCHOOL BUS 88 • Mr, IL Payne 
TRANSPORTING STUDENTS TO:
PARKLAND SECONDARY SCHOOL 
NORTH SAANICH SCHOOL 
CLAREMON T SECONDARY SCHOOL 

















Priispeel l.ake ik W, Saanich Rd................
Durrance & West Saanich Road................
Old West Rd.(N)ikW, Saanich Rd..........
Kcallng .X Rd. & W, Saanicii Rd..............
Wallace Dr. ik W. Saanicii Rd...................
Ml, Ncwlmi X Rd. H W. Saanich Rd, ,.
l.iiwrcncc Rd. Si W. Saanicii Rd...............
Mc’Tiivisli X Rd, Si W, Saanicii Rd..........






, ,7:32 a.m, 
.,7:35 a.m. | 








I V. ROYAl OAK SCHOOI................................................................................................. 8;.36ii.m.
Royiil Oak Dr. ik Pipeline Roail.............................. .................................................. 8:38 a.m.
lochside: ELliMENTARY SCHOOI..................................................................8:4,3 a.m.





ROYAl OAK SI HOOL
I I. Cl AREMONTSECONDARY SCHOOI................................................................8:50a,m.
27 At. ROYAI.OAK SC HOOl..................................................................................................8:35a,111.
28 Ai.Gaianc............................................................................................. '...................................9:05 a.m.
SCHOOL BUS 85- Mr, L. Henry 
TRANSPORTING S I UDENTS TO:
KE.ATING IT.E.MEN TARV SCHOOL 
PARKI ANDSECONDARY SCHOOI. 
saanichton E.I EMENTARY.SC:|I00I. 
CI.ARIiMONT SE.CONDARY SCHOOI, 








Pal lliiy llwy. lk Old Tasi Ril....................
Pal Bay I Iwy. ik T annci Road ................
Pal Bay llwy, St Island View Rd..............
MIcheH's Tat 111..............................................













Bcacnn Ave, Si Pal Bay llwy............................
Ml, Ncwlon X Rd. ik Lochside Dr.................
Ml. Ncwlon X Rd. ik C. Saanicii Rd....,,. 
Ml. Ncwlon X Ril. ik E. Saanich Rd,.....,
E. Saanicii Rd. Si. Island View Rd...................
Marlindiile Rd. ik Welcli Rd.............................
Iliinl lk Dooley Riiiids.......................................
E'owicr Roadik Saywaid Road.......................






















l.v. CLAREMONT SliCONDARY SCHOOI............
22 CORDOVA BAY lil.EMENTARV SCHOOI.., 
2.3 Towlei lk Ciiidovii Hay Roads ................................




. .8:46 a.m, 





,v. Sicily's X Rd, .k E. Saanich Road .........
Ml, Ncwlon X Rd. .k EasI Saanich Rd. .
LoiTisldc Dr, lk Ml, Ncwlon XRd...........
Aniiiy Dr. lk I ochside Di...........................
M, l.oi-.li Rd, lk 1 uOcidi Di,
Tiosi lk Loilisiilc Di.....................................






, ,7:54 a.m, 
, ,7:55 a.m, 
. .8:18)11.111. 
. .8:18)11.111.
Every cIliiiT has been made lo eslabllsh Ihe Inis tonics lo seivelhe giealesl miinhei ol sindenis 
who me enlilled lo seliool has iianspnilallon In accordance wilh eslslhlg school hoiird policy.




I losi lk I ochsIde ..........................................
Wcllci lk I ochside........................................





. ,7:32 a.m, 
,7:34 a.m,
Trip 82
DI I PlDVl IT TMTNIARV
5 Is, McDonald Paik RiL.k Pal Bay 1 Iwv.......................................................................... 7:35 a.tn.
Il Pal Bav Hwv, lk I aiidsEnd Road ..............................................................................7:39a.tn.
7 I anils End Rd.ik YY'esI Sminlch Rd............................................................................ 7:45 a.m,





lliadicy Dyiu'ik West fiaanich Rd................
Me Tiivish lk West Saanich Road ................
Ml. Ncwlon .X Rtl. St W, Saanich Rd..........
At, SAANICH ! ON ET.EiMEN TARY..............
T.asi Saanich Rd, A Mi, Ncwlon X Rd, ,,
Vcyaness A Sicily's ,X Rd..............................
Kcalinii X Ril. A Vcyaness Rd.....................
Kcallng X Rd, A Oldlicid Rd.......................





. .8:26 a.m. 
. .8:29 a.m. 
,,8:3211.111. 
. .8:35 a,III, 




Ml, New-lon lunliii 
NoitIi Saanich School. 
PaiHiind Sccondaiy .. 
Royal Oak School ..,.
..9:181 a.m. | 
, 8'3(lani 
. .8:31111.111.
. ,8:.3(ln,ni. 1 
, ,9,(81 a.m.
The lliiaril of SiTmtil 'I riislreii, 
Srhiiiil HIsIrIcI Nii. 63
Groceries - Fruit - Vegetables
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE











MONDAY TO SATURDAY 10:00 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
656-3191





very much for your support and patronage.
I will be on holiday until Sept. 8th.
|656-4712 will be taking appointments for Sidney]
CHURLEY MORN 
Natural Hairstyling 
No. 1-2417 Beacon Ave.
Tel. No. 656-6811, 385-7223
R.J. Grundison O.D. R.F. Jeune O.D. 
R.J. Scholefield O.D.
OPTOMETRISTS
now occupy NEW offices in
CANTERBURY COURT 




Members & Guests 
LABOUR DAY
SEPTEMBER 6th 3 P.M. to 6 P.M.
SIDNEY UNIT NO. 302
ARMY, NAVY 
and AIR FORCE 
VETERANS in CANADA
I .lemrnlury SiTinnKi
Ihcnlwuiid, Deep Lnvc, Dniiinicc, KchBiiki Eiichtldc, McTaviiili Schiinl, Sainhuiy, and I
Sidney ................................................................................................................................................... 8:311 It,III. I
Bciivcr Eakr, Prnvpcci I akc, and Saiinichinn ........................................................................8:45 ii.in.
RiiyalGiik Elcmrnimy.Cnidovu Bay Elcmfiilaiy, and Elk l ake lilcmiTilary........... 9;(8)a,ni,
OPEN TUESDAY through SUNDAY
SMOlUiASHOKl) LUNCH 















16 words $2.00 each issue
9779 Fourth St. 
Sidney, B.C.
CUTE AS A BUGS EAR! 
Sitting on the shores of Magic 
Lake, this picturesque A-frame 
will win your heart as soon as 
you see it. 4 years old and full 
of life with it’s shake roof, 
acorn fireplace, picture 
windows, kitchen appliances, 
toolshed, boat float, carport 
and much more all included in 
the asking price of $39,900. If 
you are looking for a charming 
retreat with a few trees, a bit of 
lawn and good swimming, let 






You will enjoy this 2 bedroom 
home with it’s spacious, 
congenial living room, family 
size kitchen, and covered 
sundeck. The basement has 2 
finished bedrooms, 2 pc. bath, 
space for hobbies and a work 
bench. This home, located in a 
district in Sidney that takes 








Waterfront acre in Moses 
Point area with surperb view 
from charming post and beam 
home. 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms, fireplaces in living 
and den. Landscaped for easy 




Residents ferry fares reduced. 
Visit our Salt Spring office to 
see the many delightful small 
homes now listed with us for 
sale. All of licensed amenities 
with low prices and taxes. 




ONE LOT LEFT 
Ready to build on, building 
permit and house plans 
available. Water outlet 
available. Located on Third 
Street two blocks from 








Very nice three level split in 
Sidney. 4 bedrooms and \Vi 
baths. New family room in 
basement. 60x120 lot. Fenced 
rear yard. $58,500. MLS
OPEN HOUSE 
Wed. 4 - 7, 101 Valiant PI. 
1800 .sq. ft. tri-lcvcl home in an 
_ easy-care, cul-dc-.sac location 
in Thetis Heights. $59,900.
DRIVE BY the following 
homes, then contact us for 
further details. 1
1. 9740 Ea.st View. Panoramic 
seaview 2 bedroom, ful 
basement home. $63,500.
2. 2192 Mills Rd. 3 bedrooms 
and \ 'A baths. $53,(W)0.
3. 9697-7th St. 2 bedroom 
home on treed lot. $37,0(X).
Office u|)eii Snt.. 10 - 4















DEEP COVE RANCHER 
A sunny acre with rich black 
soil and a cute, 2 bedroom, 2 
bathroom, no step rancher, 
finished in wood siding, used 
brick and cedar shakes. Live 
off the land! What is your 
offer?
WEILER AVE.
Cute, little, 2 bedroom 
basement home for retirement 
or as a starter. Spic & span, 
89x160 corner lot, has sub­
division potential. Good 
financing. $51,900.
AMELIA AVE.
3 bedroom basement home, 
plus extra bedroom and rec. 
room. Central location. 







3477 SAANICH RD. 
479-3061 . 386-3585
DEEP COVE 
1. 1,635 sq. ft., one,year old, 
no step rancher, charming 
exterior of stained cedar and 
brick, situated on .58 of an 
acre. 4 bedrooms, 114 baths, 
den, large country style kitchen 
with custom built knotty cedar 
cabinets and a bow window in 
the spacious eating , area. 
Sliding glass doors to patio off 
living room with brick feature 
wall and fireplace. All ther­
mopane windows. Large drive- 
in garage and workshop. 
Asking $78,900. MLS.
PAT BAY
On .9 acre, 4 concrete block 
buildings, app. 3000 sq. ft., 
built for growing mushrooms. 
Heated, watermains. $40,000.




2. On one acre, rural zoned, 
almost secluded, you can have 
a horse. Comfortable, stucco 
exterior, a storey and 'A built 
to VLA specifications. 
Recently added living room 
(22.10x13.6) with fireplace, 
full basement offers rumpus 
room and one, of the 5 
bedrooms. Low taxes, asking 
$69,900. MLS.
3. Three acres, wilh unique 3- 
bedroom and den dwelling, 
nearing completion of 2,6(X) 
sq. ft., 4 sets of sliding glass 
doors, 3 sunporehes, exterior 
stucco, roof shakes, 5-pcc. 
bath on the main and 2-pcc. 
down, large rec room, double 
carport, must be viewed to be 
appreciated. Asking $140,000.
To view any of these properties 
please call Neva Bennie, 386- 
3585, Vicloria Really Ltd.
NO STEPS!
Spacious Spani.sh style home. 
There are no steps al all in this 
retirement oriented home. 
Heatilator fireplace, 2 
bedrooms, workshop, separate 
storage shed. Close lo 
shopping, l-ane access in rear. 
1 m mediate possession. 
$55,0(K).
.lUNIPER PLACE
Spotless 2 or 3 bedroom 
Townhouse located a short 
distance from Beacon Ave. 
This life style may be for you. 
Asking priee of $41,900 in­
cludes stove, fridge and all 
drapes. Owners have been 
iransferretl. Ml.S.
(ir>«-r>,'»ii
NOW litOUCtDi $I0,S00. 0|»iM wiiulv 
onit, muni soli liy Roiit, 15 or lortod lo 
ronl. 1700 iqiinro loot. Iliinanlow, In 
RIHnAy. 7 nernt ripprovnri lo iiilullviHn In 
3, Roll lot approx, $30,000. Nino roomi, 
W/Wj tloiB lo tchooli, niorlnai 
lorlulnolly $n!i00. Now $119,00. 10510 
NIcDonalil Pork Rond, 656,1403. 35-1
ft.
BLUE WATERS
Ground lloor location in this 
aparimeni style condominium, 
2 bedrooms, living and dining 
room, views over Ihe garden. 






NEW HOMES by 
Construction on 
Place.
2 split levels & 2 large 
bedroom, no step homes al 
with these fine features.
- Thermopanc windows




- and much more 
Good Canada Trust financing 





Home Sen/ices' & 
Equipment For Sale
FIREPLACE WOOD, cedarposts, custom 
tree falling. $45.00 per cord; $30.00 per 
half cord. Delivered. Phone 656-4213. 7-tf
TO BUY OR SELL 
OR FOR REAL ESTATE 
ASSISTANCE 
CALL BOB HAGUE 
385-7761 24 lire.
D.F. Hanley Agencies Ltd. 
3293 Douglas St.
OLDER COZY TWO BEDROOM home on 
two large lots. 2350 Molavlew, Sidney. 
$46,000. Assumable mortgage. Offers 
656-2314 . 35-1
BY OWNER. 10216 Resthaven Drive. 4 
bedroom, 1’/a baths, well maintained 
home, 8 years old, close to schools, 
stores and beach. $5500 price reduction 
to $59,000. 656-3772 after 5 p.m. 34-2
MODERN OFFICE accommodation with 
elevator available in Sidney Professional 
Centre, 9775 Fourth St., Pacific Strata 
Services Ltd. 386-2437. 15-tf
RESIDENnAL Construction, additions and 
renovations. Norm Friesen. 595-1871. 9-tf
RUBBISH AND GARBAGE hauled. Phone 
656-1784. I5.tf
1968 ISUZU BELLETT 63,000 miles. 
Excellent condition. $750.00. 656-1800. 
35-1
1966 PONTIAC PARISIENNE two door
hardtop. $600. or offers. 656-5483 after 5' 
p.m. 35-1
1970 yOLKSWAGON CAMPER VAN.
Excellent mechanical condition with new 
engine still under warranty. $2700 or 
offers 656-6895. 35-1
ONLY 41,000 miles, 1966 Four-door Ford,' 
six auto. Excellent shape. Tested. $1150. 
or trade for smaller car. 656-6436. 35-1
MUST GO: 1966 Pontiac. New tires; 
various new engine ports, good radio. 
10131 Pleasant Street anytime. 35-1
1970 DODGE POLARA must sell this 
week low mileage good condition no 
reosonoble offer refused. 479-4009. 35-1
VACANT, modern two bedroom half of 
side by side duplex. Full basement. Heat 
eluded. $325.00. 479-'6264. 35-1
MODERN, THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX 
$330.00. Sept. 1st. Phone 656-4148 35-1
WATERFRONT — Available immediately, 
two bedroom unfurnished Condominium. 
All utilities and services, heating in­
cluded. Adults oriented, no pets, garage. 
North Saanich. References essential. 
Rent $350.00 per month. Apply Box No. V. 
Sidney Review. 35-1
SIDNEY. MODERN, FOUR BEDROOM, 
carport. Available October 1st,, 
reasonable rent to care for mature 
tenonts. Adults only. 656-3998 . 35-1
WANTED TO RENT OR BUY: for Sep­
tember 4, hard top tent trailer. Phone 
656-2708. 35-1
SMALL HOUSE OR COTTAGE: urgently 




KAPLUN HARDTOP TENT TRAILER, sleeps 
4 adults, good condition, $500. 656-5058. 
34-2
Personals
LINGUAPHONE INSTITUTE. Learn a new 
language using cassettes or records. 34 
languages available including French. 
Spanish, German. Island Consultant, 
Gaynor Clarke, 656-5383, 34-4
YOUR FULLER BRUSH representative is 
Norman Hull. 656-4938 . 49-tf
ACCORDION LESSONS, beginners and 
advanced students, weekly or bi-weekly, 
instruments loaned to beginners. Phone 
3W'2in. Tempo Trend Studios, 410 
Burnside East, Victoria. 32-7
INFORMAL BIBLE READING GROUP. Drop 
in at 9726 First Street, Sidney, every 
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. All welcome. 32-tf
BON VOYAGE to Mrs. Hildo Beesley, 
Tommy and Dorothy on their forthcoming 
world cruise. From their many friends. 
35-1
I WISH TO EXTEND MY SINCERE THANKS 
TO: the operatin^room nurses, second 
floor nurses and staff who looked after 
me so well during my recent stoy in Rest 
Haven Hospital. A special thonk-you to 
Drs. Doerffer, Lebbetter and Dobson for 
their care. To the many friends for their 
cords, visits and phone colls and Rev. 
Peter Parker, thank-you all: Mrs. Gwen 
Mason. 35-1
Miscellaneous; Coming Events'
Por Coloroi, oaieI VI wQlw ^ BINGO K OF P HALL. 8 p.m. 





HINSPERGER CAMP trailer sleeps 4. Spare 
wheel, fully wired for towing. Nearest 
offer to $300. Can be seen at 9617 Third 
St. Sidney. 656-1215 , 35-1
HATHA YOGA anyone interested please 
call Anne White, 656-2822 during 
rneoltimes. 35-tf
S.C. SMITH portable typewriter; singer 
portable sewing machine; V* inch drill 
with attachments; 4 track Sony Tope 
recorder; utility trailer. No Saturday 
calls. 656-1810. 35-1
SOUTH SAANICH W. 1. "SOO" Card Party. 
Centre! Saanich Lions Hall, 6994 East 
Saanich Road. Keating 8 p.m. Wed. 
September 8th. Everybody Welcome. 35-1
B.C. GREENHOUSE BUILDERS. Lifetime 
aluminum/glass greenhouses. See our 
hobby models displayed at the PNE and 
Elk Lake Garden Centre. For brochures 
write 783 Hutchinson, Victoria or phone 
.385-2841; 385-8445 anytime. 35-2
SIDNEY NEARLY NEW, Old and Antiques. 
9781 Second St. Phone 656-3511. 19-tf
NEARLY NEW (purchased two months 
ago) beige and brown kitchen corpeting. 
10' 10" X 10' 7". Phone 656-2935 after 6 
p.m. 35-1
SIDNEY BOOK EXCHANGE — 2439 
Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C. 4r-tf
SPECIAL for Sidney and Brentwood. Old 
Cow manure—no sawdust. 7 yards, $5b. 
Clean, black or sandy loam, ideal for 
lawn, 7 yards, $51, bags, $2.00. 595- 
0773 . 33-4
SANAM SHARPENING LTD. 
1748 Mt. Newton X Rd. 
652-3295






Planer, jointer & silage knives 
Scissors & pinking shears 
Garden tools
FREE TO GOOD HOME: block female 
cocker spaniel, 10 months. Hod all shots. 
656-6195. 35-1
SIX MONTH OLD PROPANE cook stove. 
Avocado, enterprise. As ‘new. $225; 
baseboard heater never used, $20; 
standard Electric heater $10; floor 
polisher, $10. 6982 West Saanich Road, or 
Phono 652-4247. 35-1
THE FOUCVmU PBtSOMS . 
ARE REDUE^ TO.CtMfTACT 
THE NEAREST OETACHMEWT 
Of THE RCJ«.P.
.fOR AN URGENT PERSONAL MESSAGE
BY COLLECTOR: old style bill spikes; pre- 
1950, hard cover editions of L.M. Mon­
tgomery novels; R & R '78s in good 
condition. Coll Rob at 478-9552. 35-5
GOOD CONDITION, reasonably priced, 
upright piono. Phone 656-4355.35-1
ELDERLY LADY wishes to buy pair of old 
fashioned pierced earrings; also old 
fashioned Gilt picture frame. 656-5847. 
35-1
Stonley Derkson, Burnaby, 
B.C.




j Gay Szczeniowski, Ann 
Arbour, Michigan
Thomas R. Williams, 
Burlington, New Jersey 
Helen Zoniewicz, Drayton 
Valley, Alberta
Mr. Joseph Cuntz, Esteron, 
Saskatchewan.
••Mr. Richard Laing, 
[Abbotsford.
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Luft, 
jCalgary.
Mr. Daniel Joseph 
[O’Riordon, Penticton.
Dr. Bruce Weiner. Canton, 
I Ohio.
CARPENTER SEEKS WORK, any job, large 
or small. Additions, sundecks, 
renovations, etc. 656-6487.’
30-4
SIDNEY ROTOVATING. 50 inch Rotovotor. 
Prompt courteous service. 656-1748. 15-tf
C.W. ROOFING. DUROID ROOFING and
re-roofing. Also repairs. Call evenings 
656-4452.
tf
FULLY EXPERIENCED LEGAL secretary 
requires legal or general secretarial 
employment. Phone 656-4712, Mrs. 
Cormack. 35-1
RECEPTIONIST — TYPIST with six years 
olfice experience desires part or full time 
employment in Sidney. Phono 656-2294. 
35-1
WILL BABYSIT ONE CHILD my homo, after 
school also. 656-2383 . 35-1
WILL BABYSIT AT MY HOME. Infants up to 
olomentary school children. Will pick up 
Irom school. 656-6195. 35-3
40
CARPENTERS SEEK WORK, any job, largo 
or small. Additions, etc. 656-3143. 35-4
HelpWanted
iif;iti:r buy $55,900
A good 3 bedroom family 
liome, 2 bedrooms up, one 
down. Catliedral entraiiee 
opens onto an inviting living 
room with realure fireplaee at 
one end. Large family kitehen 
opens onto a liuge 480 sq. ft. 
sundeek. Many more nice 





On a quiet eul do sae in the 
mature Mtiryland seetion on 
tlie soutli side of Sidney, less 
tliau a hloek to tlie park and 
betich. I.arge lot with many 
trees. 4 bedrooms, den, offiee, 
rec room with bar and play 







3 hetiroom split level, 2 baths. 
Available Immediately, No 





lU'N. 656-202.3 or 656-6151 
Kidney Ueiilly Ll<l,
(ICsI. 1912]
2444 Deacon Ave. 
Sidney, D.C. 656-1154
SIDNEY KEDUCCD $4,SOO 
Opoii lloiim Sdl, ft Sun. 1 • .1. A(|OHl« 
wnlfnn,,>, Hiintplnw 17fy"1 'iq It 0 nrrnn 
opprovnil Inr xnlvdlvIilInQ In Iwo, Soil lot 
npprox. $30,000 nr kmip Inr hor^o* 
linrdimlno, nit. loncod with l(if(io Itnrn 
rrnll Iroofi, ninn imun*, wnll In wnll 
tnrflo kllchnn, (linplnro, dnso lo schooli 




WANTED - WATERFRONT lOT In Skinny 
Nurlli SunnIcH nrnn, PrIncIpnIi. K5&'3773 
only ollnr 5 p,in. __ 34 3
EXTRA INCOME
Socuro vending machine routes Irom 
$1190.00. No exporioncQ necessary. Now 
typo vending machines never oltorod 
boloro. Big prollls, low hours. Start small 
and build lo lull llmo oporallon. Write 
Kolyman 7095 KIngsway, Burnaby B.C. 
V3N3E4, 35-1
GARDENER AND CLEAN'UP man wanted 
on Kolb Island Conoo Cove area, one day 
por wook, 656-2.I5I. 35-1
WANTED TAXI DRIVERS full or perl llmo. 
Phono 656-5500. 35-2
Vane slock 2475
Used Ford 3550 Backhoe 
Vic stock 2535 
Used Ford 4500 Backhoe 
Vonc slock 2571
Used long 5 in 1 backhoe 
Vonc stock 2713 
Used Hough Loader model H-70 
Vonc slock 2756
Used Massey Ferguson Model 
Backhoe 
Vic slock 2786
Used Dynohoo Model 140 Backhoe 
Vonc slock 656
Used Auslin-Woslorn Supor 100 Grader 
Vonc stock 2838 
Used Ford 4500 Bockhoo 
Vonc stock 2B39
Used Ford 4500 Backhoo
Vonc slock 2B01
Used Massey Ferguson Model 40 
Backhoo 
Vonc slock 2B40 
Used Hough model H65 Loodor 
Vonc slock 2769 
Used Insloy H-875 Excavator 
Vic slock 2540
Used Insloy H-560 Excavator 
Vonc slock 2093
Used Erlo Slroyor 3/B yd. Clamshell 
Buckol



















Owiior Wllf Dorman olvos por 
soniil nllonllon lo all ordors,
intONG 65A-4754
RETIRED CONGENIAL LADY desires board 
residence in comfortable home. Detoils, 
656-5202. 35-1







USED FARM TRAaORS 
AND EQUIPMENT 
Vane slock 2163
Used Ford County Supor lour tractor 
Vonc slock 2164
Used John Dooro 72 Inch Rolory mower 
Vic slock 2167
Used Cockshull model 41IR Iroclor c/w
Hydraulic slcklo mower 
Vnttc slock 21B3
Usncl Ford 4000 tractor 
Vonc slock 2104
Used Cockshull model 41 IR Iraclor c/w






Vonc slock 2343 
Used Massoy 
Iraclor
Vic slock 2521 
Used Ford 5000 Iraclor 
Vic slock 2(')69








OARAGE SALEt SnI ft Sun, Siipl, 4lli and 
5lh. 22<i0 Amhorsl Ave, Sidney, 7ll pool 
table: Hollywnod hod,; rolnman stove; 
bikes; etc, 655,266B. 35-1
19*5 JOHNSON OUTBOARD complete 
$495.00,652-3023, 35-1
HAY — 4 tons jirst cut. $65,00 per ton, 
6M.-.3554. 35.1
955 M CATERPILLAR I960 Model with 
bucket. Just ovorhoidiKl, hearings rings, 
rrnnk ,,hrdt Top funtiing filinpe, Batyrdn 
at $91100, Will consider trade small car or 
ikkider. Phono 904-9661 or 752-9570 
Write Vivo Ventures Ltd, Box 126 
Nnnimn, B,C, 35.1
FOR SAlli on nid honl-up ullllty trnller 
$50, Coll 657,-47.311. 35-1
ANTIQUE PIANO. 01 Is, whore Is. $250,00 
Phon^656,4ll46, 35.1
* DElVs FOrprCKlfNi
pound. Hillside Form, 1740 Ml. Newton X 
, Rood, 1,4 miles oil Pol Hoy lllghwiiy, 652 
3295. 35,2
60 years ago 
in the Review:
Residents of Beacon Avenue 
threatened to lay charges 
against a gang of roaming 
vandals who broke into a tailor 
shop and did a considerable 
amount of damage to property 
wilhingthe shop.
The youths had been causing 
a "great deal of inconvenience 
and annoyance, and in some 
cases actual loss,’’ to residents, 
according to Mr. Berquist.
Officers of the Alpine Club 
of Canada were preparing for 
the eleventh annual camp and 
the second war camp to be bold 
in tlie Bow Valley near Banff.
Tlie camp fire that year was 
lo be devoted to tlie Empire’s 
crisis and the part taken in it by 
the Canadians.
50 years ago 
in the Review:
The North Saanich Branch 
of tlie Canadian Legion licld 
its fir.sl regular meeting in 
Matthews’ Hall with a good 
attendance of members present 
and several new members up.
President Comrade Alan 
Calvert reported that he had 
had a telephone conversation 
with General Sir Percy l.ake, 
the Dominion president, and 
the report was that the 
movement was gaining groimd 
all over the country.
40 yenrs ago 
in the Review
A sea wall nearly 600 feet 
long had been compleicd at 
Rest Haven Hospital by a 
party of workmont imder the 
direction of H.W. Diillon.
The wall wtis badly needed 
lo protect Ihe shore-line east 
Ihe roiid, which din ing .seasons 
of high tides had been washed 
away in several places.
A new ehih called Uniied 
Sidney was formed as a 
eoalilion of ihrcc local teams 
who ileeided to unite and form 
one organization following a 
meeling which was held al the
Avenue Cafe.
The matter of financing the 
learn was one of the main 
problems considered, and it 
was finally decided that an 
appeal would be made to local 
sports boosters to help out as 
they saw fit.
30 years ago 
in the Review:
Rest Haven Church took up 
a special offering, which 
amounted lo $1,000 to be used 
for the relief of the starving 
peoples of the world.
The day was set aside by all 
Seventh-Day Adventist 
churches throughout Canada 
and the U.S. and a goal of 
$1,000,000 was set.
G. Baal, chairman of a 
commit tec appointed to bring 
in facts and information 
covering incorporation by the 
S i d II e y Business m e n ’ s 
Association, presented a report 
at the meeting of tlie group in 
the Sidney Hold.
Mr. Baal and his co-worker, 
W. McIntosh, recommended 
llial action be taken on in­
corporation as a village.
20 years ago 
in the Review:
Lisiing an array of factors 
which hud led lo his decision. 
Commissioner ,loe Bilgeri 
resigned from liis nppoinlmonl 
as chairman of (lie works 
committee al a special meeling 
of Sidney village commi.ssion.
Declaring that he had been 
the victim of inlermeildling by 
llie chairmtiii of tlie com­
mission, Herbert Bradley, 
Bilgeri staled thtil he eoiiltl 
accept no more of an in­
tolerable siltialioii.
lixieiision of tho facilities of 
Pal Bay Highway was forecasi 
at. a meeling of Cemral 
Saanich C'buncil,
An arsonist mtulc an uii- 
siiccessfiil allciniil to hum 
ilown Ihc Couiiiiy Kiichcn 
icMaiiriuit at 6719 West 







BEACON AT 1ST STREET
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
THURS. FRI. SAT.
We reserve the right 
to limit quantities
STORE HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8:30a.ni. to6;00p.m. 
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MRS. EDITH LORD celebrated 
her 101st birthday with the staff and 
patients of Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital on Friday.
A cake from the kitchen, flowers 
and gifts and entertainment put on by 
the nurses made this a happy day for 
Mrs. Lord who presided quietly over 
the festivities.
A resident of the extended care 
hospital since July of 1974, Mrs. Lord 
is described by members of the staff as 
“ama/ing” and friendly with 
everyone in the hospital.
Proposed Community Centre 
Structure To Be Demolished
Mrs. Lord said she has “always led 
a quiet life” and enjoys knitting 
squares for afghans which she gives to 
members of the hospital.
She was born in England' but later 
moved to Edmonton with her 
husband. They had no children and 
her husband died in 1972.
The party was a great suceess with 
patients and staff enjoying the eake 
and tea served in the clining room and 
congratulations are given to Mrs. 
Lord on this special occasion.
Local Crops Three Weeks Late
Because of erratic weather 
anti general lack of sunshine, 
Tall crops on the Saanich 
:Peninsula will be about three 
,'weeks late.
, So far this month, rain is 
;above average by more than 30
millimetres and sunlight is 120 
hours below average.
Gonzales observatory had 21 
hours less than average two 
months ago while Pat Bay 
Airport had almost 47 hours 
less than average for J uly.
BOOK CHAT
With Mary Kierans
’ “Welcome to Jack Hodgin’s 
; Island”.
: SPIT DELAN EY’S 
’ISLAND is a new book by a 
’young Nanaimo author. Jack 
’Delaney, which is receiving a 
; great deaf of critical attention 
Trom reviewers across Canada. 
’Indeed, the reviewer for Qulii 
’and Quire, the trade journal of 
-C'aiiadian booksellers, an- 
•nounced: “Hodgin’s tales
TYom Spit Delaney’s Island are 
-going to do for Vancouver 
hsland what Alice Munro’s 
ifirst stories did for southern 
"Ontario. And made Jack. 
iHodgins’ name reverberate 
'.around the country’s literary 
■circles.”
In a recent CBC interview, 
Hodgins stressed, “You’ve got 
to get the voice right ... You’ve 
got to tell the truth”. The 
strength of that intent is to be 
found in this collection of 
short stories. Spit Delaney 
him.sclf, “a long-necked man 
in a striped engineer’s cap”, 
.serves as an introduction to 
these stories which all follow a 
central pattern: powerful
human dramas going on 
behind the peaceful facades 
and deserted looks of these 
island communities. And 
there’s more than a touch of 
tlie bizarre in the seemingly 
ordinary lives of the Islanders. 
Hodgins ean take .something as 
mundane as Spit Delaney’s 
family holiday and turn it into 
an absurdist play.
The hmdsctipe is an im- 
portiinl elemeni in all of these 
stories, where sea atul forest 
atul tnoutilains almost 
overwheltn, bnl al the same 
lime heighten the significatice 
of these lives. Gerry Mack in 
“The rrench Dwellers” says il 
most eloc|uenlly when he 
describes Vancouver Isltind 
from Ihe mainland as “a
jagged-backed wall between us 
and the open sea ... facing over 
to us as if those people too 
think these mountains arc 
nothing but a wall at their 
backs, holding off the 
Pacific.”
Hodgins’ gift is in pitting 
these characters - Spit, Gerry 
Mack, Mrs. Slarbuck - against 
the irrevocable forces ‘ of 
change. The intruders, like the 
inscrutable eastern hitch-hiker, 
Phemie Porter, are coun- 
terposed against the fixidity 
and impenetrability of the 
Island society.
Spit Delaney’s Island is now 
available from the Regional 
Library. Try this new 
collection of short stories, and 
1 think you will find, as 1 did, 
that here is a new writer of 
strength and talent.
But compared with some of 
the weather Saanich Peninsula 
had in the past, residents have 
been fortunate. July 1958 and 
August 1901 were completely 
without rain.
But while we haven’t set any 
great records for August, last 
month was one of the coolest, 
wettest and cloudiest summers 
on reeord,
Sid Ramsden of the Van­
couver weather office said the 
.sy.stcm had been stationary for 
months above the earth’s 
northern hemisphere, and this 
immobility caused unseasonal 
weather here since the 
beginning of March.
A group that had planned a 
family community centre in a 
house on Beacon Avenue were 
disappointed last week with the 
news that the house would be 
demolished.
Mini.stry of Transport of­
ficials informed the Saanich 
P e n i n s VI1 a Guidance 
Association, one of the 
organizations that had 
negotiated for the use of the 
building, that the decision 
was made on the basis of the 
bad state of repair of the house 
and an Air Administration 
policy of disposing of 
residences on airport property.
John Layton, of the Saanich 
Peninsula Community 
Resources Society was bitter 
about the MOT denial. “We 
were asking for a break and a 
little bit of consideration,” he 
said, “and instead we got 
jargon.”
The letter from Ken 
Johnson, Pacific Regional 
Manager, Airports, said the 
association could buy the 
house for $1 providing it is 
moved from the lot across the 
highway on Beacon in 30 days.
Layton said this was not a 
“practical alternative’’ 
because of the prohibitive cost 
of finding a new site and 
moving the house. He ex­
pressed regret that the central 
location which could have 
improved the efficiency of the 
entire social system on the 
peninsula could not be used.
The airport has caused alot 
of change on the peninsula, 
charged Layton, and charged 
that they had responsibilities to
, live up to as a significant factor 
in the community.
“They arc a presence in the 
community,” Layton said, 
“and sometimes an obnoxious 
one.”
About 30 people involved in 
the SPGA had been trying to 
get the house as a facility for 
“Women Aware”, a group 
that meets for information and 
discussion purposes, parenting 
groups, marriage counselling, 
casual babysitting and a 
centre for new women in town 
to make contact with others.
“So many young mothers 
really feel alienated,” said Sue 
Langlois, an ex-president of 
SPAG said. “This would have 
been a strong support group.”
The airport house would 
have been ideal for what the 
organization had in mind, said 
Langlois and it will be difficult 
to find anything as good.
The house first became an 
issue when a group of mothers, 
babies and concerned citizens 
held a demonstration in front 
of the building mid-July, 
threatening to lie in front of 
wrecking equipment if 
demolition of the building was 
to be carried out.
Layton, Langlois and Barry 
Wyckham then sent a telegram 
to airport manager Jim Mills, 
federal transport minister Otto 
Lang, Donald Munro, 
Equimalt-Saanich MP, MLA 
Hugh Curtis, and to ao-
propriatc municipalities 
requesting the house be 
allowed to stand until the 
SPGA completed a proposal 
for the house.
SPGA wanted to pay a 
minimal amount for the hou.se 
and a lease of property and 
offered to put the house back 
into top condition with 
volunteer labour.
Hopes were dashed when the 
50-day reprieve given to the 
group while regional transport 
officers studied a brief 
prepared by the SPGA ended.
Now the Saanich Peninsula 
Guidence Association, Layton 
and the independent group 
that originally wanted to 
establish the centre will meet to
plan an alternative to the 
airport house.
“I’m not going to give up on 
the whole idea of a community 
centre,” said Layton, now in 
his second year of working for 
the Saanich Peninsula 
Resources Society.
Layton feels social resources 
on the peninsula are lacking 
because of a shortage in 
facilities and a fragmentation 
of the groups working on 
different aspects of social 
service.
Layton was optimistic, 
though, that the situation is 
improving through the efforts 
of groups working in social 










• BACK HOE WORK
• CAT WORK
• TRUCKING










2X80 MT. ST. MICHAEL RD. 
R.R, 1 Saanichton, D.C.
• REI’AIRS TO;
Hnavy Duly EquIpmonI 
I’loasuro Crall Powor Units 
. A SHOP ON WHEELS 
AT REASONABLE RATES 
Call Roy Howard all 






Rosldanllnl ■ Cotnmnrclal 
R Goll Courso Consirucllon
6955 Wait Saanich Rd. 
Drontwood Day
GlonWIIIIami 652-3333















































































windows, floors, carpets, 
etc. CARPETS SHAMPOOED 
Steam or Van Schrader 











All Ropoirs Any slio Boat ond Trailer 
Cushions—Custom mado Furniluro





New Hom*i R Cabinets Custom build 










A Complete Sign Service
2412D Beacon Ave. 
Sidney 656-6312
29-tf
A.S.A. BUILDERS LTD. 
General Contracting
For tho Peninsula, Phono , 
K. Sfrlekcr-A. I.owcn 









Palming; Carpet, Lino 











Rotovate level cultivating 








Landscaping - Gardens 
Patios and Rock Work

























Industrial ■ Rosidontlal 
Commercial Wiring 
Polos and Lino Work
QUALITY WORKSMANSHIP 







tocbnlclnn with 35 yanr> 






25 years oxporlonco 
Residential - Commercial 
Industrial
Rewiring - Electric Heating 
Repairs
Appliance Connections 
















Specializing in Hot Water 
Heating






• BACK HOE WORK
• CAT WORK
• TRUCKING
"No |ob too largo 
or too small"








































Best Quality Meat ^ 
and Groceries
2335 AMITY DR.
COR. PAT BAY HWY
10:00 a.m. till 7:00 p.m. 
Closed Sundays & Mondays
SEWING MACHINE REPAIRS
For service and repairs to all makes 
of Sewing Machines. 25 years ex­
perience.
FREE ESTIMATES 






745 Ardmore Dr., Sidney 
656-6170
F F L E XO L 0 Q
^ STEP TO 
BETTER HEALTH 
Mrs. Dorothy Brooks 
No. 102-9861 Third St. 
656-2515.
SIDNEY GLASS




Iniuronc* Clolmi Promptly Handled





Sidnpy, Miilidt Orliimhiii VRL 2X4
IzKiniiii r. Tnylitr 
Cyril W, Toyittr


















Export Garden Service 










3470 Deacon Ave,', Sidney 
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WEST SAANICH RD..
across from the Brentwood Post Office
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
WHILE STOCKS LAST
Prices Effective 
Sept. 2 - 5, 1976 
SUMMER HOURS daily9-10, Sunday lo-io
Utley’s Art Galleries on East Saanich Road will be featuring two new artists beginning September 12. 
They are Harold Dobson of Salt Spring Island and Mary Corneille of Victoria.
Residents ^Ready^ 
For First Class Art Show
CROSS RIB 
ROAST $ i 09
GRADE 'A’ BEEF LB. A
CHUCK STEAKS
GRADE 'A' BEEF LB. 75
Utley’s Art Galleries, the 
new, ultra-modern showcase 
on the outskirts of Sidney on 
the East Saanich Road, is 
busy sending out 600 in- 
. vitations for a double event.
Two artists, Harold Dobson 
of Salt Spring Island, and 
Mary Corneille of Victoria are
the new feature. Their show 
opens September 12th.
The “old” show comes 
down Sept. 5th. Ten old 
masters and some 15 local 
artists had been represented at 
the gallery since June 27 when 
it fir.st opened to a record 
crowd estimated to be over 
1,000.
Owner Windsor Utley, an 
artist himself, stated the long- 
running exhibition was a 
smashing success.
“Just a few days ago,” he 
added, “a laVge number of 
paintings were bought for the 
Canadian Art Bank including 
works by Jack Wise, Don 
Harvey, Namora Sawai and 
Bob di Castro.
“.Apart Irom iluit daily 
visitors have been keeping us 
busy. This confirms my feeling 
that this area is culturally more 
than ready for first-class 
shows.
Utley said that gallery-goers 
particularly appreciate the 
decor, the lighting, the 
movable walls, the 
sophistication of the di.splay 
areas — and the coffee.
Things are going so well that 
he plans to have a new show 
every month.
The show beginning Sept. 12 
promises to be of wide interest.
Harold Dobson, the artist 
from Salt Spring, is new to 
Island living (he moved there 
from Toronto in 1973) so he 
calls his collection 
“Impressions of this Island 
WoHd.”
Painting, in water colour, his 
works arc .said to be “mystical, 
poetic and ethereal.”
Twenty-five years an artist 
he has exhibited in Toronto, 
Montreal and New York with 
paintings in many private and 
public collections. Years ago in 
Winnipeg, he studied under- 
Fitzgerald of the Group of 
Seven. During the 60’s he 
taught at the Ontario College 
of Art; and since moving to 
Salt Spring he has done some 
teaching as well. '
The other artist, Mary 
Corneille of Victoria paints in 
the tradition of Cezanne and 
Mary Cassatt.'
Her soft, poignant 
paintings, in both oil and 
water colour have been suc­
cessfully shown at the Victoria 
Art Gallery and many group 
shows.
Mary haS a fascination for 
the changing moods of 
children. Her , creative im­
pressions are in many 
collections.
Mr. Utley’s future program 
includes a Toni Onley 
exhibition for the month of 
October, and in November two 
artists will be featured — 
Herbert Siebner, RCA, and 
Karl Spreitz.
Newcomers to the gallery 
will find it off McTavish Road 
(past the turn-off to the air­
port).
WORK ON THE SIDNEY TOWN FI REHALL'S 
SOUTH WALL has commenced I’ollowing the ap­
pearance of leaks. Water, coming through the inner 
siirl'aee of the wall was in clanger of rotting strueuiral 
timbers.
OFFICIAL PRESENTED WITH GIFT
wanted
TWO BROWNIE LEADERS.
CAN'T OPEN WITHOUT THEM
Contact Mrs. Bacon, 479-3878 
- District Commissioner.
Robert J'aylor, director of 
instruelion at Saanich School 
Board, received a com­
memorative tray at Monday 
evening’s board meeting.
Dr. Gerry Kristianson 
presented the gift in honour of 
'faylor’s plans lo leave his 
position for one as superin­
tendent of soliools for IJllooet 
iind South Cariboo, districts 29 
and 30.
Taylor said he was “looking 
forward to the challenge,” and 
added, “It’s nol just Iciiving a 
job, it’s leaving good friends."
I Ic lias been director of 
insiriiclioii for two and a lialf 
years. Before coming to 
District 63, Taylor was a 
principal in Penliclon and 
Qiiiiliciini, and an elementary
and secondary tciicher for a 
total of twelve years.
Taylor ihiinked the board 
for its dedication lo the 




Residents of Piers Island 
who leave their cars in a 
parking lol on Dolphin Road 
have suffered from a rash ol' 
Ihcl'is this past week.
Gasoline has been taken, 
cars gone through and a 
reverberator imil stolen from 
one vehicle.
The thefts have iisiiiilly 
oceiirrcd in the hue evening.
m'O LOMB To COOK
Your dimMbr.toni6Ht./
___  iCVnillll....gurcR- DtlpeR.
cmcriGM CooKBU. 
--- -------------nil
Notice to Creditors and Others 
Estate
of Annie White
NGl l( T is he(eby given lhal erediiors and olhers having 
claims aiuiiiisi ihe esiiile of Annie While, ileccased, liile of 
Apl, 21, 229.| Henry Avenue, Sidney, B.C., iire hereby 
u'i|uiied lo semi iheiii lo Ihe imdeisigned execuirix al llbJ-t 
1 yme Grove, Siiliiey, B.C. before the Ihlli day of Oclober, 
|97tu after whieh dale Ihc excciiirix will dislribiile Ihe said 
esiaie iiinoiig Ihe peisons enlilleil iliereio, having regaril 
only lo ihe claims of which she shall have l eecived iioliee.
.II'AN BARKIiR, ^:xeculrix. 
' S.S,PENNY, Solicitor
9812 - 5th St. 656-5331
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The ever popular 
midway will be bustling 
with activity for the full 
three days of the fair.
Sponsored by the 
Sidney Rotary Club, the 
midway, will include 
bingo, two fishponds 
expanded from last year, 
glass pitch and two panda 
pitches where coins are 
tossed into glasses and 
plates for prizes, revolving 
dart wheel, two crown and 
anchors, electric over and 
under, numbers wheel, 
hit-miss-or-break, which is 
a ball toss and a licorice 
game for the youngsters.
A jewelry booth and 
candy floss will also be 
part of the midway.
In all there are 14' 
booths manned by the 
Rotarians in the largest 
fund raising event of the 
year. Proceeds go toward 
community projects.
Players have a chance to 
win all sorts of prizes, 
from dishes to stuffed 
pandas while assisting the 













9817 RESTHAVEN DR. 656-5544
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SAilNICH FALL FAIR
Wasps Less Of A Hazard This Year 
Reports St. John Ambulance Worker
At last year’s Saanich 
Fall Fair some 200 persons 
were stung by wasps, some 
so badly that they had to 
receive hospital treatment.
However, this year there 
is likely to be less of a 
problem with wasps says 
Marjorie Allen, a member 
of the St. John’s 
Ambulance Corps.
“There just don’t seem 
to be as many of them 
about,” Mrs. Allen told 
The Review this week. 
Even so, we expect at 
least 100 persons will be 
stung.”
The Saanich Fall Fair is the 
biggest event on the crowded St. 
John’s calendar and the brigade 
will once again be out in full 
force this year. Their tent is 
located near Pioneer Log Cabin 
and a minimum staff of four 
Brigade personnel will be on 
hand at all times during the fair, 
she said.
Wasps are the cause of more 
crisis than anything else each 
year she said, so the brigade 
comes equipped with a full 
arsenal to deal with the problem.
Marjorie Allen revealed their 
secret weapon against pain and 
swelling caused by wasps — 
meat tenderizer.
Meat tenderizer contains 
papaya juice, she explained. “It 
breaks down enzymes or 
something. I’m not really lhal 
sure just how it works, but it 
docs the trick!”
Baking soda is another 
popular remedy.
Central Saanich police have 
always stepped forward when 
required to convey people lo 
hospital, Mrs. Allen .said, and 
they have also been on hand to 
clear the way for other 
emergency vehicles when the 
occasion arose.
Accidents are usually limited 
to scrapes and bruises. Antacids 
arc the answer lo too much 
cotton candy and popcorn. 
Victims of over eating arc 
allowed to lie down in eilher of 
two first aid stations at Ihc site 
and given a .stomach remedy, or 
sent home wilh Mum, Mrs. 
Allen said.
I'or the Fair an ambulance is 
brought out from Vicloria. Il 
als(r doubles as a first aid post, 
taking some of the load off the 
First Aid si til ion next lo Ihe 
Pioneer l.og ctibin.
We Extend Our Best Wishes 




ALL OF US AT THE
BARGAIN HOUSE
OPEN EVERY DAY 
2372 BEACON AVE. 656-3621
Best Wishes For Saanich Fail Fair
Art Bolster & Sons
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE CENTRE 
29 Years in Business
West Saanich Rd. at Wallace Drive 
PHONE 652-1041
Congratulations to North & South 
Saanich Agricultural Society 1976 Fair
100% Produced and Processed Milk 
on Vancouver Island - From Vancouver Island 
Milk Producers
"THE BEST TO YOU FROM PALM"
SAANICH FALL FAIR
This Man Handles A Job With Ease 
That Few Would Relish Tackling
Henry Robinson has been 
j manager of the Saanich Fall Fair 
for the past 12 years and has 
been associated with the en- 
I terprise since the early 1930’s.
He told The Review that in his 
[capacity as professional 
manager he commenced work 
j on this fair two weeks after last 
I vear’s fair ended.
“We sit down and go over 
those things that might have 
gone wrong,” he said. “You can 
always improve on anything. We 
try to make the fair a better 
event with each year that 
passes.”
This year he said there would 
be a cow milking contest put on 


















Thorne - Lennon 
Electric Ltd.
9813 • 3rd St. 656-2945
“The kids are going to 
organize and run the contest* 
themselves,” he said with a grin.
Robinson is quick to point out 
that the fair is put on and run by 
a staff of volunteer workers. 
Doug Miller is this year’s 
President.
“There are an awful lot of 
people like him who put in an 
awful lot of work to make this 
fair a success each year. We’d be - 
dead in the water without their 
help,” said Robinson.
This year he said the fair will 
emphasis a greater focus 
on the rural theme of ‘Do You 
Remember’ and there will be a 
contest for the best portrayal of 
this theme.
He is expecting approximately 
35,000 visitors.
“i don’t think 1 would want 
to see it get much bigger,” he 
said. “I think it’s just about the 
right size as it is.”
“The difference between our 
fair and most of them is that we 
try to cater to just about 
everything ... goats, poultry, 
caged birds ... you name it ... we 
try and represent everything to 
do wilh agriculture.”
There are a a great number of 
persons who get together at fair 
lime and manage the 
organization behind the entire 
programme. Eleven of these 
people sit on the annual fair 
board.
A .lunior section for younger 
members has some 51 names on 
its roster.
“They arc a terrific help al 
fair time,” Henry told The 
Review. “Anyone who says 
young people aren’t working 
these days should sec these 
kids!”
The Victoria C.B. radio club 
also provides a great deal of 
valuable help, said Robinson. 
They assist in the deployment of 
ears being parked and monitor 
other activities, when required 
during the fair programme.
While the fair will realize 
some $20,0(X) it will spend over 
$15,000 on prizes, 2000 in all 
which will be awarded’ the 
winners in the hundreds of 
different categories.
Anyone entering a contest in 
llie fair is charged 10 percent of 
llie first prize value said 
Robinson.
He also pointed out that both 
the Central Saanich Police and 
the St. .lohii’s Anihiilaiiec Corp, 
do a ‘fantastic job' in dealing 
with those emergencies wliicli 
may arise.
BEST OF LUCK to all at the FAIR
from JOHN & HELGA DECKER
DECKER GREENHOUSES
Come in and Browse in our Greenhouses
2036 BAZAN BAY RD. 656-6749
takes takes Great Pleasure in Congratulating 
the North & South Saanich Agricultural
Society on their 108th Fair.
T with two offices to serve you:
2442 Beacon Ave. Brentwood
656-5561 652-3981
Success to the 1976 Fair




Mortgages - Appraisal - Property Management
Telephone 384-8124 1000 Government
Best of Luck 
to the FAIR.
Not Just During The Fair... But All The Year 





2507 Beacon Ave. 656-1012





Pumpkins and squash appear like something out of Alice in Wonderland.
.O’ X
FAIR BUS SCHEDULE
SAANICHTON FAIRGRO UNDS — SWARTZ BAY 
Timetable Supplement — Saturday, Sept. 4,1976
NORTHBOUND
Fairgrounds to Sidney, Swartz Bay 
LV. Fairgrounds 




Swartz Bay, Sidney to Fairgrounds 







































SAANICHTON FAIRGROUNDS — SWARTZ BA Y 
Timetable Supplement — Sunday & Monday, Sept. 5 «6 6, 1976
NORTHBOUND






Swartz Bay, Sidney to Fairgrounds 





Sidney — l-airgroiinds .3()e 






P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M
1:55 4:15 6:15 ' 7:45
2:06 4:25 6:26 7:56
2:11 4:30 6:31 8:01
2:16 4:35 6:36 8:06
R = Regular Route Via Pat Bay Hwy., McDonald Park Rd., Resthaven Drive, Beacon Depot, 5lli Si., 






P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.
1 :(K) S 2:25 R 7:05 R 8:25 R
1:05 2:.30 7:10 8:30
1:10 2:35 7:15 8:35
1:20 2:46 7:26 8:46
R = Regular Roule, Saaniclilon, Bazan Bay, Sidney, Rcsiliaven lo Swariz Bay. Coiisull Tiinciahle lor 
Dclails,
VA NCO U VER I SLA ND TRA NSl T L TD.
65()Ciarbtilly Rd., Victoria, li.C.
'I'clcplione 6.56-2432 or 386-8457
r
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SMNICH FALL FAIH
STOUT WALKING SHOES 
A MUST FOR FAIRGOERS
It would be as well for visitors 
to the Saanich Fall Fair to eat a 
hearty breakfast and don their 
best walking shoes if they are to 
take advantage of a programme 
which features an enormous 
variety of events.
The fair commences with 
judging (open to the public) of 
halter classes at 8 a.m. Saturday, 
September 4th. At 9 a.m. 
Saturday, 4-H achievement 
classes will be held in poultry 
and rabbits followed at 10 a.m. 
by the Junior Horse Show and at 
10:30 by judging of beef cattle, 
swine and goats.
Saturday is traditionally 
Highland Day at the fair, with 
Highland dancing and pipers 
from all over the Island and the 
mainland competing in a variety 
of programmes.
Judging in the main hall 
commences at 8 a.m. on 
Saturday. But the hall .will be 
closed to the public until after 
the judges have rendered their 
final verdict. They will inspect 
items such as fruit, flowers and 
vegetables, preserved foods, 
ladies work, household arts 
(junior section), cereals, forage 
and field roots, photography, 
art and rabbits, eggs, and a 
variety of cage birds.
As soon as this judging is 
completed, the hall will be open 
for the public to examine the 
colourful displays.
Saturday afternoon at 1:30, 
beef cattle will be judged.
Every afternoon, between two 
and four p.m. there will be a
working display of old-time 
farm machinery.
Dancing will take two dif­
ferent forms Saturday evening.
A bobcat square dance com­
petition begins at 6:30 p.m. with 
entertainment scheduled for 
8:00 p.m.
Sunday at 8 a.m. there will 
again be judging of horse halter 
classes and a horse show — 
junior and .senior western day. 
Both are open to the public.
There will be a pumpkin 
contest display beside the band 
shell at 10 a.m. Weigh-in for the 
heaviest pumpkin takes place at 
1 p.m. This giant will be the 
subject of a guessing contest. 
The person whose guess of the 
weight of this pumpkin comes 
closest will win a cash prize.
At 2:15 on Sunday, the farm 
games get underway, including a 
cow beauty contest to select the 
most charmingly dressed Bessie 
in the herd.
Spectators venturing too close 
to the egg-throwing contest are 
likely to,get egg on their face — 
or clothing. The object of this 
game is to toss a- fragile egg 
between, contestants for as long 
as possible, and it doesn’t 
always hit the target.
The wheelbarrow race is a 
running race with a difference — 
each runner pushes a companion 
in front on him in a wheel 
barrow.
The main hall closes at 6 p.m. 
Sunday. There is also Gospel 
Music in the band shell, starting 
at 6:30 p.m.
Monday morning again begins 
wilh horse halter class judging at 
8 a.m., followed by more
livestock judging for the 
remainder of the morning.
Jerseys and Holsteins are 
judged al 9:30 a.m., the English 
events horse show at 10 a.m., 
and sheep judging will be done 
at the same lime.
At 12:30 p.m. the dairy 
section of 4-H acheivement will 
be judged.' All judging Monday 
morning is open to the public 
and offers everyone a chance to 
see some fine livestock.
Highlight of the three day fair 
is the parade. Al 2:45 the parade 
assembles, with representation 
from all sections of the fair as 
well as a public section which 
will include antique cars, group 
exhibits and decorated bikes. 
Followed by a cow milking 
contest and other farm games.
Two auctions are held on the 
last day of the fair. At 4:45 the 
popular annual sale of beef and 
lamb gets underway, and at 7, 
farm produce from the main hall 
will be auctioned off the band 
shell.
Throughout the fair, the 
midway and games of chance 
operated by Sidney Rotary Club 
will be open from 8:00 a.m. to 
closing time each day.
The dining room, run by the 
agricultural society, will be open 
most of the day, serving break­
fast, lunch, afternoon tea, and 
dinner.
The fair officially doses at 
7:00 p.m. Monday evening.
Best Wishes to Saanich Fair
SIDNEY
APPLIANCE CENTRE
Expert Service For All Appliances
2388 Beacon Ave. 656-3422
We Extend
our Best Wishes to the 
FALL FAIR
RUST’S JEWELLERS
2443 Beacon Ave., Sidney 656-2532






9645 West Saanich Rd. 656-3556
BEST WISHES AND SUCCESS TO THE FAIR
^xccmaUfia SBfcl.
10134 McDonald Park Rd., 
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'It Smells Just Like A Circus Here!”
A PARADISE OF ACTIVITY FOR CHILDREN
From the moment they 
enter the fair grounds 
young peoples’ eyes in­
variably seem to light up 
at the sensation of colour, 
sound and redolent odour 
of this open air country 
festival.
“It smells just like a 
circus here,” said six year 
old Martin Hobbs to his 
Dad last year. “Where are 
the elephants?”
While such familiar 
circus animals may be 
absent from the three-day 
program youngsters can 
be sure of seeing almost 
every farmyard fowl and 
animal which normally 
populate farms in British 
Columbia. There are 
immaculately groomed 
horses, pet goats, roosters 
who never appear to stop 
crowing and even cows to 
be milked, right within 
easy sight of any 
youngster who cares to 
stop and watch. There are 
also rabbits to be petted 
and ponies to ride.
Then there are the 
midway rides, the most 
popular of all being the 
ferris wheel where even 
grandmother can take her 
youthful charges aloft in 
complete serenity. In fact 
the view from the top of 
the ferris wheel is a 
perfect camera target for 
any camera wielding 
adult.
“Those midway rides 
are simply terrific for 
taking the steam out of my 
children,” laughed 
Marion Match on Sunday 
morning of last years fair. 
“I have four children 
ranging from six years of 
age up lo thirteen. I 
bought them a fistful of 
tickets and told them to go 
to it. They thought they’d 
never had so much fun 
and when they were going
up and down on those 
crazy rides I had time to 
walk around and enjoy the 
fair myself.”
If the weather is 
unusually warm, parents 
should take extra caution 
in ensuring that their 
children do not fall victim 
to wasp stings. In past 
years many young people 
have been bitten, usually 
with the. wasps being
attracted to candy floss in 
the child’s possession.
However, this year there { 
are likely to be far fewer 
wasps, report the St. 
John’s Ambulance Corps.
And even if the sun 
doesn’t shine it is a cer­
tainty that children will 
find the fair almost an 
equal to Disneyland in 
terms of excitement and 
pure unadulterated fun.
Congratulations




on behalf of the residents of the Municipality 
offer warm congratulations to
North & South Saanich 
Agricultural Sociehr
on the occasion of the 
108th Fall Exhibition at Saanichton.
The People of North Saanich 
extend Warm Congratulations to 
Directors of the North & South Saanich 
Agricultural Society on 
the occasion of their 108th Fall Fair
This Fair is the Senior Organization linking 
the people of the
Saanich Peninsula for the Good of All.
The Municipality 
of North Saanich
SAANK 11 1 AIR SUl’l’LKMEM 8A Wednesday, September /, 1976
ALL YOUR BUfLDiNG NEEDS 
RIGHT HERE ON THE PENINSULA
'^CIL & DICKER-MARTENS PAINTS
★ LUMBER - PLYWOOD
★ MOULDING


















FALL FAIR - SEF.
1868 fl'
JUDGING
8:00 a.m. Horses - Halter Classes
9:00 a.m. - Poultry and Rabbits 4-H 
Achievement Classes
HIGHLAND EVENTS ALL DAY 
beginning at 9:30 a.m. at the Band Shell
JUDGING
10:00 a.m. - Junior Horse Show
10:30 a.m. - Beef Cattle, Swine & Goats
MAIN HALL OPENS AT CON­
CLUSION OF JUDGING
JUDGING
1:30 p.m. - Beef Cattle
WORKING DISPLAY OF OLD-TIME
MACHINERY
2:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m. - Bob Cat Square Dance
8:00 p.m. - Entertainment
2 ta
JUDGING 
8:00 a.m. - Horscslt
10:00 a.m. - HoiS 
Senior Westcriiy
10:00 a.m. - PUMT 




2:00 and 4:00 p.m
BAND SHELL K1
10:00 p.m. — MA/N HALL CLOSES 
Admission Gate Closes
CONTINUOUS ACTIVITY FROM 
H:0() A.M. TO CLOSING TIME. FUN 
FOR A LL ON THE MID WA Y!






6:00 p.m, - MAlNi 
6:30 ii.m. - Gospcii
ADMISSION 
Senior Cili/ci' 










(’i(’hicken Dinner I’otatoes, Cole Slaw BJiJ 
Hun. Tea, Coffee












Butler VICTORIA, B.C. 
383-6911 (Renta




r. 4, 5 & 6,1976
R' 1976
csltcr Classes








iip!Weigh-in Prize for 
hctsi pumpkin.
/ Bty Contest 









8:00 a.m. - Horses Halter Classes 
9:30 a.m. - Jerseys & Holsteins 
10:(X) a.m. - Florsc Show, English Events 
10:00 a.m. - Sheep
12:30 p.m. - 4-H Achievement - Dairy
9:00 A.M. MAIN HALL OPENS
WORKING DISPLAY OF OLD-TIME
MACHINERY
11 a.m., 2 p.m. and 4:30 p.m.
BAND SHELL ENTERTAINMENT 
2:45 p.m. - PARADE
Livestock, cow milking contest, plus 
other Farm Games after parade.
4:45 p.m. AUCTION SALE of Beef and 
Lamb
6:30 p.m. - RAFFLE DRAW at the 
Band Shell
7:00 p.m. - AUCTION SALE of Farm 










(\)I(l Ham Strawberries & 
l*otatoes Ice Cream
CASE AND DAVID BROWN EQUIPMENT
*(s au*' M ^ ~ JsiSKS. w* «sa «
^ mMmmm'mmiMirni
JWC® T ji'*:
FULL LINE OF FARM EQUIPMENT
Equipment
ButSer
2070 KEATING X RD. 
VICTORIA, B.C. 
Telephone: 652-1121
I*eas Tea, Coffee "2.50
Lo(Mon Profit Organizations Under Supervision Of The Society.
Ready Mix
............... :........::::—O 2046 KEA TING X RD.
Buuer VICTORIA, B.C.
Telephone: 652-1121







T.V. Sales & Service mmm 1720 doug las st. T.V. Sales
T.V. Rentals Butler VICTORIA. B.C. T.V. Rentals
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SAANICH FALL FAIH
‘The Oldest Fair West Of
j The first peninsula 
Jcountry fall fair was held 
jin 1868 and since that 
time, reports fair manager 
j Henry Robinson, there 
I has been one held every 
I calendar year.
“This is the oldest 
Icontinuous fair West of 
Ithe Great Lakes,” 
Robinson told the Review 
[this week.
While Sidney .Review 
jrecords go back to 1912 
one of the first major 
[stories on the country 
jfestival appeared on the 
front page issue of 
jThursday, September 
both, 1915. Part of it 
jread . . .
“If the gate receipts of 
jthis year at the North and 
ISouth Saanich
I Agricultural Fair, held at 
jSaanichton on Friday and
Saturday last, can be 
taken as criterion the show 
was a greater success than 
ever before, as the sum of 
$246.75 was collected by 
the ticket sellers.”
In 1976 some $20,000 was 
taken in through gate receipts 
and entry fees.
The reporter in 1915 went on 
to state: “The splendid 
exhibition of horses made by the 
Broadmead farm was the 
drawing card in the agricultural 
class and the farmers of the 
district were not stinting of their 
praise of the splendid animals 
shown . . .”
“Part of the band of the 88th 
Regiment Victoria Fusiliers was 
present during Saturday af­
ternoon and added much to the 
pleasure of the occasion by the 
numerous selections which they 
played.”
SPECIAL NOTE
“The ladies work again 
received special commendation 
and, although there was so much 
entered of outstanding worth, 












HAVE A GOOD DAY AT THE FAIR
ANNA’S FASHIONS
7105 W. SAANICH RD. 652-3143
Brethour as well as Mrs. J.T. 
Harrison of North Saanich, are 
entitled to special mention for 
the excellence of their several 
prizes, many of which carried 
off the first prizes . . .”
“The bee box as usual at­
tracted most attention and 
offered its lesson of industry to 
all. A rriodel farm rotation and a 
model showing wastage in 
manure attracted attention and 
drew many questions as these 
matters are of vital importance 
to Saanich.”
In that same issue of Ihe 
Review, Royal Vat whiskey was 
being advertised for sale, as was 
Phoenix lager in draft at the 
Sidney Hotel and a large 
shipment of Crisco had just been 
received by the Sidney Trading 
company. In the same store one 
could walk in and buy a 20 
pound sack of granulated sugar 
for $1.50.
2000 ENTRIES 
By 1926 there were over 2000 
entries in the Saanichton Fair. In 
fact such was the lead headline, 
eight columns in length which 
ran across the front page of the 
Review the week of September 
30th. In the next issue an entire 
page, bereft of advertising, was 
given over to fair results.
In that same edition the lead 
story was that of the first white 
woman on Salt Spring Island 
celebrating her 90th birthday.
“In 1863 Mrs. Ackerman 
came to South Salt Spring to 
live. Bourgoyne valley, where 
she has lived all these years, was 
then a wilderness where pan­
thers, bears and wolves roamed" 
from morning to night. Many a 
time Mrs. Ackerman had heard 
• wolves calling to each other 
from mountain to mountain, 
across the valley, and it. was 
notliing to sec panthers walking 
across the garden, from the 
doorway of her home.”
In that same month The 
Review was applauding the 
organizers of the fair . . .“ The 
Canadian Scottish Pipe Band 
added considerable colour to the 
occasion and proved an at­
traction with their spirited 
music..,”
In 1936 the 68th annual 
exhibition was opened by the 
Hottortible Hric W. Hamber, 
l.ieutenant-Governor of British 
Columbia.
“Saanich,” noted the 
l.icutettant Ciovernor in his 
opening remarks, “is the liulian 
win'll for ‘fair laiul’ ”.
The September 16th issue of 
The Review also noted that "... 
llic district wiis traditionallv one
BEST WISHES TO THE FAIR
Cubor ^an&t (Sift ^fioppe
Jade Jewelry - China Sets - Figurines-Crystal 
Belleek - Souvenirs - Local Handcrafts 
COME AND BROWSE
2529 BEACON AVENUE, SIDNEY 656-3232
presents
Daily except Saturday 
HOT and COLD BUFFET LUNCHEON 
from 11:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.
and Sundays
GOURMET SMORGASBORD from 6 - 10 p.m.
with Prime Rib - Baked Ham - Turkey - Salmon 
- King Crab Legs - etc.
For Reservations Please Phone 
656-1176
Congratulations







Eveiything for the Home Builder 
including a large Garden Shop
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The Great Lakes’
I of the most agricultural areas of fruits, bulbs, seeds, nursery 
the province, the peninsula gardens and loganberry wine 
being widely known for its small products. The fair serves a very
I
This merry go round rider appeared to be enjoying 
himseir.
Besf Wishes to the Fall Fair . . .
SIDNEY REALTY LTD.
REAL ESTATE - INSURANCE
656-3928
2348 BEACON AVE. SIDNEY
Compliments of
1^
Enjoy Quiet Comfort in a Modern 
Seaside Hotel
28 new rooms under construction
Full Dining Facilities 
CABARET FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS
2537 Beacon Ave. 656-1131
real purpose in bringing together 
consumer and producer in an 
intimate way, which should lead 
to better understanding of their 
respective problems. The 
products of the peninsula were 
admirably exemplified in the 
exhibition.”
WAROVER
In 1946 the Second World 
War was well over and at­
tendance records were being 
broken at the Saanichton 
I'airgrounds. “More than 6000 
filed past the wide brimmed sun 
hat of Sydney Pickles, genial 
director,” reported a Review 
reporter.
Pickles was evidently on duty 
at the main gate.
“Hot happy children took 
keen interest in the animal 
contests, while teeming oldsters 
discussed the merits of the 
hundreds of extra entries in the 
many classes,” • noted The 
Review.
The fair that year was of­
ficially opened by Maj.-Gen. 
G.R. Pearkes, V.C., M.P.
In 1956 a ‘staggering crowd’ 
of some 20,000 persons strolled 
through the entrance gate. The 
fair was then in its 88th year of 
continuous existence.
President Albert Doney said 
he was delighted with the entire 
program of events and said he 
was confident that the fair next 
year would be elevated to ‘B’ 
class status.
Only one dark note entered 
the scene that year, when it was 
discovered that several hand 
made exhibits had been made 
off with by thieves.
LIGHT FINGERS 
Someone, in hearing this, 
noted: “The Saanich Fair seems 
to have grown from its country 
proportions, and must now take 
precautions to protect its 
exhibitors from light fingered ' 
exhibitors.”
In 1966 a six horse team and a 
stage coach arrived at the fair 
grounds from Barkcrville. As 
usual, the weather was bright, 
sunny and hot. The formal 
opening took place on Saturday 
at 1:30 p.m. during the first 
week of Seplembcr. Reeve Hugh 
Curl is of Saanich officiated.
Tradition is a mainstay of the 
fair programme. The 
programmes have been 
preserved and handed down 
through the years, almost 
virlually intact, so that an egg 
throwing contest held in 1912 
has really not a great deal of 
tlifference to one held in 1976, 
except that there are more eggs 
and more people. The spirit 
remains nnicit unchanged.
'8
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The Saanich Pioneer Society 
will open its doors to fair goers . 
for the three days of the fair 
fitting in authentically with the 
“Do You Remember” theme of 
the three-day programme.
Offering visitors a glimpse of 
pioneer life, the museum 
features more than a thousand 
artifacts, mostly household 
items and everyday pieces that 
have been donated to the 
society.
Most of the collection is 
I related to early pioneer families 





There is a family room with 
photographs on the walls and 
personal knick-knacks and a
kitchen with old-fashioned 
utensils and a stove, including 
the bathtubs that appear to lack 
modern day comfort.
Another room has a collection 
of dairy items, churns, cream 
separators and other equipment 
joined by such unusual displays 
as an early electric permanent 
machine that looks like 
something out of the late show 
classics.
There is also a display of 
Indian artifacts and one of 
Chinese items from the im­
migration of Chinese workers 
during the gold rush in 1880.
The log cabin museum was 
first established on the 
fairgroun.is in 1933 although the 
Saanich Pioneer Society was in 
existance for many years before. 




Extends Good Wishes For
A Successful Fair
2531 Beacon Ave. - Sidney 656-1611
Success to the
1976 Fair
three days of the fair, all day 
long, with an admission fee of 
25 cents.
The remainder of the year the 
museum directors are happy to 
show the collection to anyone 
interested in viewing it if they 
make' an appointment. Many 
school classes tour the building 
for a look into the past.
ARTIFACTS SOCIETY
Next door to the Pioneer 
Museum is the Centennial 
Building operated by the 
Saanich Historical Artifacts 
Society. Set up in 1967, as a 
municipal centennial project, 
that building features mostly 
farm machinery and larger items 
than the museum.
Like the Pioneer Museum, the 
Artifacts Building will be open 
full time for the fair although 
viewing is by appointment for 
the rest of the year.
There will be no charge to 
look at the artifacts during fair 
time.
The society tries to restore the 
donated items to working order 
as much as possible, an im­
pressive feat in itself.
The Artifacts Society has a 
membership of more than 50 
and is constantly attracting more 
people, including younger 
members who will keep the 
organization going.
The two buildings are a must 
for nostalgic fair goings at the 
108th Saanich Fall Fair being 
held on Labour Day weekend.
OK Paving Co. Ltd. 
OK Trucking Co. Ltd.
★ Asphalt Paving 
★ Equipment Rentals 
★ Excavating 
★ Road Building 
★ Sand, Gravel, Fill 
★ Demolition
Business Office 386-3414 2840 Nanaimo St.





the Best for the 1976 Saanich Fall Fair
Cornish’s 
Book & Stationeiy 
Ltd.
2410 Beacon Ave. 656-2931
SUCCESS TO THE 
SAANICH FALL FAIR
Sidney Freight'Ltd.
Saanich Freight Service Ltd. 
Sidney AAovers & Storage 
Salt Spring Island Freight 
Fernwood Movers & Storage
23 Regina Ave., Victoria 382-9175
Congratulations 




9785 Fourth St. 656-3121
The Late Mrs. Winnie 
Woodward of Woodwynn Farm 
in Central Saanich wa.s always a 
staunch supporter of the 
Saanichton Fair.
So great was her entltusiasm 
for this three-day festival that 
she once left a Canadian Prime 
Minister to fix his own breakfast 
in her home,
l.ester Pearson happened to 
visit Woodwynn Farm one 
September when the fair was 
going on. Mrs. Woodward had 
work to do at tlie fair and so left 
liim to Ins own resources, saying 
to a friend ... “He’ll get 
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4-H Club Members Prepare 
Months In Advance
Many young people in loeal 
[4-11 Clubs are preparing their 
entries for the Saanich Fall Fair.
Eleven different clubs on the 
peninsula will be presenting their 
finished work in a number of 
classes. In 4-H terms, the fair is 
a measure of achievement, 
where final results of projects
are judged.
The 4-H hall will be filled with 
exhibits as each club has 
prepared a display of its work 
and concerns. Clubs include the 
Jersey Calf Club, Jersey 
Yearling Club, Holstein Calf 
Club, Holstein Yearling Club, 
and Sheep Club, all of Saanich;
Best of Luck to Saanich Fall Fair 1976
Valley View Gardens
Sylvia Hutt
7013 E. Saanich Rd. 652-1540
Plants the Year Round are Our Specialty
Warm Greetings 
to Saanich Fall Fair
COLLIN'S
MARKET










Your Sidney Home Entertainment Centre
2363 BEACON AVE. 656-3012
and the Sooke, Saanich and 
Sidney Beef Club, the Luxton 
Beef Club, the 4-H Fodder and 
Coat Club of Saanich and the 
4-11 Fodder and Goat Club of 
Luxton, the Central Saanich 
Poultry Club and the Vancouver 
Island Honey Bee Club.
The stall competition 
challenges clubs to decorate 
their stalls and exhibits with 
prizes awarded in three classes, 
beef and dairy; sheep, goats and 
poultry; and garden, home arts, 
handicrafts, and honey bees.
Prizes are awarded for 
showmanship on the basis of the 
showing of the project, its 
condition and appearance. 
Classes in showmanship are 
defined by the age of the 
competitors.
Each club is expected to enter 
four projects in a special inter­
club competition open to all 4-H 
clubs on Vancouver Island.
In the judging classes, 
members are judged on their 
ability in the various categories.
Educational displays, of any 
subject pertaining to agriculture 
or club projects are entered into 
another competition.
In addition, special awards 
arc presented each year. A gold 
watch is awarded the boy or girl 
exhibiting the . best purebred 
dairy calf. A special “rate of 
gain” trophy is given to the 
member whose calf gains the 
most weight over a period of a 
year.
The George Pearkes Trophy is 
given to the club with the most 
points earned in all categories.
The 4-H clubs have been 
active for more than 60 years, 
offering a variety of enriching 
experiences for young people in 
all aspects of agriculture and 
handicrafts, public speaking and 
leadership.
While Ihe achievement fair is 
one of the most important 
events on the 4-Fl calendar, club 
members arc busy throughout 
the year.
A rally is held each spring at 
the fairgrounds in which local 
clubs compete again.st each 
other. Each year about 75 B.C. 
members meet at Naramata for 
a week-long leadership com­
petition where prizes to be won 
include trips to various parts of 
the U.S. and Canada.
The club has been very active 
in Pacific National Exhibition 
events last week with members 
in Vaneotiver for the com­
petition.
Culmintition of 4-11 activities 
at llie fair will be llie auction sale 
of beef and lamb raised by 
members at 4:45 Monday.






Best in Lumber 
A Complete Building Service
9764 FIFTH ST. 656-1125
Congratulations to the Fall Fair
9769 SECOND STREET, SIDNEY, B.C. 
656-3111
SERVING SIDNEY,





ALL THE BEST for the
SAANICH FALL FAIR
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Mon. to Sat. 9:00 A.M. ■ 9:30 P.M. 
Sun. 11:00 A.M. - 9:30 P.M.
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Main Hall Will Yield Much Of Interest
The main hall of the 
Saanich Fall Fair promises 
to be an exciting attraction 
this year.
Mrs. Sylvia Hutt, a 
director of the North and 
South Saanich
Agricultural Association 
sponsoring the fair, 
reported displays and 
exhibitions will be even 
more expansive with 
improvements in the 
various activities.
A flower show, home
preserved food, and art 
show will be displayed.
Needle arts and crafts 
have been moved into a 
temporary building at the 
north side of the halt 
because the exhibit has 
increased in size. 
Photography exhibit has 
been given more room also 
because of increased 
interest.
The Junior section will 
be placed in the annex of 
the hall,
baking, vegetables, fruit, Mrs. Hutt said many
REG DAVIS 








"THE HOME OF THE SPORTSMAN”
2485 Beacon Ave. 656-4393
entries have been received 
for all of the displays and 





A special bus schedule 
has been set up for the 
three day Saanichton Fair 
(sec advertisement this 
section).
Buses will be on hand 
throughout each day of 
the fair to transport 
visitors both to and from 
the fair grounds and en 
route will make stops in 
Sidney, Resthavcn and 
Swartz Bay.
A charge of 30 cents will 
be levied from Sidney to 
the fairgrounds. Other 
fares are available on 
rcquc.sl by telephoning 
Vancouver Island Transit 
Ltd. at 656-2423 or 386- 
8457.
Please note—there is a 
full timetable of the bus 
schedule printed in a half 
page advertisement 








Rimpac Divers Ud. welcomes you to enjoy the Fair.
You are invited to visit the greatest Dive Shop in the heart 
of the greatest diving town in B.C.
Diving Equipment, Wet Suits Diving Instruction ...
Compressors. Inflatable Boats, Commercial Diving 






Come In and Have A Fit
MriS
SHOES
YOUR FAMILY SHOE STORE 
SIDNEY 2475 BEACON AVE. 656-4724










921 Yates St. 386-7594
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2474 Beacon Ave. 656-4814 w 1^
rhcre’ll be plenty of 
good eating at the fair this 
Labour Day weekend.
One ton of hot dogs and 
luiniburgers has been 
ordered by the North and 
South Saanich
Agricultural Society for 
the concession stands run 
by local organizations 
during the three day 
celebration.
In addition to the hot 
dogs and burgers from 
Graham Meatsr who will- 
have a freezer truck on the 
grounds, there will be 1800 
hot dog buns from 
MacDonalds Bakery, 
$2,900 worth of dairy 
products from Palm 
Dairy, $2,000 in pop from 
I Goodwill Bottling, and 
200 pies.
The society will be operating a 
dining room, serving pancake 
breakfasts, chicken dinners at
lunchtime, and ham dinners for 
the last meal. ,
All. food concessions on 
fairgrounds are operated by 
non-profit service organizations, 
l-'or many of them the Fall Fair 
is the major fund-raising event 
of the year.
Brentwood Boy Scout 
Association will have hot dogs, 
hamburgers, corn on the cob, 
french fries, ice cream and pop 
at their booth, continuing their 
involvement of many years.
Sponsored by the Tsartlip 
Pack of Brentwood, the boys 
and their parents will be assisted 
by the Girl Guides to raise funds 
for scout activities and expenses.
Hornets Football Association 
which sponsor four football 
learns for boys age 13 to 19 will 
be serving dclux hamburgers, 
hot dogs, ice cream, chips, pop 
and coffee.
Proceeds will go toward 
equipment for the youths who 
com pel e with Lower Island, 
groups before going on to 
provincial and interprovincial 
playoffs.




Sidney’s ONLY locally owned and operated taxi
9814 ■ 4th STREET SIDNEY, B.C.
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD.
See You At The Fair
Top Quality 4-H Beef For Your Freezer 
7005 EAST SAANICH RD. 652-2411
Royal Canadian Legionaires 
and their wives, part of the fair 
for more than 30 years, will be 
on hand to offer hot dogs, 
hamburgers, drinks, chips and 
chcezics.
Profits are channeled into the 
various charitable and com­
munity projects of the Legion.
Saanichton Home and School • 
group arc expecting their usual 
success with their hot dogs, corn 
on the cob, ice cream, coffee, 
soft drinks, watermelon, 
doughnuts, fruit, chocolate 
bars, potato chips and soup for 
the chilly evenings, a new edition 
to the booth.
The Saanich Fair is the one 
big fund-raising activity of the 
year. Children, their parents and 
teachers all pitch in to organize 
the booth which provides 
equipment and extra activities 
for the students of Saanichton 
School on Mount Newton Cross 
Road.
Members of the Sunset .Riding 
Club will take their usual place 
first thing each morning and 
remain open as tong as people 
arc looking for a bite to eat.
They will be selling ham­
burgers, hot dogs, french fries, 
corn on the cob, chocolate bars 
and soft drinks to assist with 
expenses for club activities. A 
family oriented organization, 
the club subsidizes riding lessons 
for children.
Although many of the 
members will be riding and 
showing their horses throughout 
the day, there will be up to 40 
people looking after the booth in 
one dity,
Cenlrtil Saanich l.ions Club 
will be running their ice cream 
iind milk bar lor Ihe fifth year.
Proceeds from the ice cream 
bars, milk shakes and chocolate 
milk sales will go hack into the 
community through projects, 
facilities, and charitable sup­
port .
So hungry fair-goers will have 
all kiiuls of goodies to choose 
from for itiettls and spacks 
during the three day Saanich 
liiir eelebralion.




Across from Brentwood Post Office
Daily Sunday
9:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m. 10:00 a.m.-10:00‘p.m.
Congratulations to North & South 
Saanich Agricultural Society 
1976 FAIR from
ISLAND FARMS DAIRIES 
CO-OP ASSOCIATION
Owned and Operated by 
Vancouver Island Farmers since 1943.
Dowler Place, Victoria, B.C.
386-2281
BEST WISHES TO ALL






General Automotive Repair and Maintenance
FLINT MOTORS LTD.
BEACON AT FIFTH 656-1922
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The ISmndi Of ipimMty
Newly Expanded LONGHORN BRANCH
PROVIDING PRODUCE a GROCERIES
VANCOUVER ISLAND'S LARGEST INDEPENDENT
MEAT PROCESSOR
■k Properly Aged & Gov’t Inspected Grade "A" Steer Beef
• ^ •' t;
E ; ■< ,1 '’il EE
FOR YOUR FREEZER
ORDER LINE 477-9541





WE ARE PLEASED 
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